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KELOWNA PACKERS . .  1 0  5 - 6  
BELLEVILLE MACS . . .  0  0  0 - 0
»M \
By GEORGE INGLIS 
Daily Courier Sports Editor
Last night the Belleville Macs proved conclusively 
that their glitter was not gold, but tarnished brass.
Riding on a one-game win-streak, they went into last 
night's contest, the second game of the Allan Cup finals 
against the Kelowna Packers, all fuss and feathers. They 
came out plucked.
Disdainful of the crass Mac disregard of the rules of 
decorum and sportsmanship, the Packers rolled them right 
into the ice, handing them a 6-0 waxing in the process and 
tying up the series, l - l .
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real was a vastly unpopular gent, 
and had he been working in 
front of some crowds in this 
country, he would have needed 
"A” squadron of the RCMP to 
wheel him out of the rinjt.
The flourish and filibuster of 
the McFarlands’ angel. Mayor 
Harvey J. McFarland of Jicton, 
dissipated into a sickly grin as 











By IVY HAYDEN 













THE PACKERS made a start­
ling come-back in the Allan 
Cun finals last night, waxing 
the BolleVillc McFarlands 6-0 
and tying up the series at 1-1. 
In the top picture, team-males 
Brian Roehe, Jlin Moro and
Pat Coburn, loft to right, burst 
out with a victory smile. Be- 
,low them. The Macs’ fabulous 
net-minder, Gordon Bell, stops 
a goal try by Jim Middleton. 
Centre, the shutout king, Dave 
Gatherum, does a little fast
defending, and Mrs. Irene Hub-, 
bard smiles as she sells; pro­
grams for the club. Below, the 
Belleville “brass" look over a 
long congratulatory wire from 
home. Left to right, Mayor
W ' \
Gerald Hyde of Belleville, 
Mayor Harvey McFarland of 
Piclori and Drury Denyes, team 
manager and city manager. 
—Montage by Courier Staff 
photogrniihcr Irving Gorby.
O'REILIY JUBILANT -  "WE'RE ROLLIN'!" HE SAYS
FANS at last night’s game al­
most lifted the roof off Kelowna 
Memorial Arena . . .  With only 
a small group of Belleville boost 
ers to out-shout, hometowners 
gave their team the most deaf 
ening support of the season.
Reactions, were as extreme as 
they were loud. Fans registered 
anger as dynamically as they 
cheered. Surprisingly enough, 
there were no injuries among 
spectators.
Rough stuff on the ice made 
Kelowna "boiling made" .. . . 
and they hissed and steamed sar­
casm.
Angry word.s .' . , "If they 
(Belleville) had played that kind 
of hockey out there a couple of 
years ago, the fans would have 
swarmed onto the ice and shot 
them," said a former Easterner.
“ If you can’t bent ’em, murder 
’em" . . .  an embittered Packer- 
Backer yelled at -“Bcllevillo el­
bows" . . .  Comments coincident 
with Smith’s ousting were most 
|ly unprintable. '
Referee and linesmen were In 
Hbe line of fire when the invec- 
tive flew . . . 'fhe not-unusunl 
types, the dilettante "experts,” 
jwero generous with advice.
More spoof than truth was a 
I picture in a downtown business 
jofllce showing three furry frlend.s
See SCANNING—Page 6
expound the virtues of his name­
sakes, but today he said, “I 
don’t kn(gw much about hockey, 
but I know you boys have a won­
derful team. I think the series 
will be a long one, now.”
The game was only five min­
utes old when playing-coach Ike 
Hildebrand, a crusty individual 
at the best of times, raced gal­
lantly over at Pat Cobum, the 
Packers star who is playing this 
series with a partailly-healed 
shoulder, and crashed him head 
over heels, drawing a minor and 
10-minute misconduct.
Harry Smith, Coburn’s ‘defence 
mate,' slashed Bartdn Bradley 
across the legs five minutes 
later, as the old pro centre was 
elbowing him vigorously along 
the boards, and ref Roberts 
waved him out of the game on a 
major and a match penalty, rul­
ing his actions as ' ‘intent to 
injure."
His action in penalizing Smith 
was made to appear rather ridi­
culous in the face of two subse­
quent incidents—the rink-length 
charge by Moe Benoit for the 
purpose of crashing Jim Moro 
into the boards, and the vicious 
slashing two-hander delivered by 
Minnie Menard to Orv Lavell’s 
scalp. In the light of the first 
penalty, no amount of discussion 
seemed to be able to justify -a 
minor penalty on the first call 
and a major on the second.
When it came down to the 
vital business at hand—playing 
hockey—the. Macs were not on 
the same street with the Packers. 
They were totally unprepared for 
the attack launched by the red 
and white club; based on the first 
game’s performance, they were 
anticipating something less.
As the Packers rocked them off 
their feet time after lime, only 
to be stopped by the fabulous 
work of Gordon Bell in the Macs 
nets, the play descended fre­
quently onto a low level of crass 
tactics by' the Macs, but the 
Packers valiantly Ignored them 
and played hockey.
In the third frame, the Packer 
surges paid off five times and 
the light behind the Macs goal 
beat out a signal of victory for 
the Western champs.
II was reported at press 
time today that Packer defence- 
man Harry Smith, who was gi­
ven a match penalty In last 
night’s game, would be In the 
line-up when the teams take to 
the ice for the third game In 
Kamloops Friday night.
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A HAPPY MISER was tha
Packers’ net - minder, Dava 
Gatherum, last night, as he 
racked up his fifth shut-out in 
Allan Cup play-off hockey, for 
what may very well, be a rec­
ord in senior “A" hockey his­
tory, Failing to come up with
a shut-out in regular play, the 
stubby little puck stopper has 
barred the door five times 
since, once in every scrio.s ho 
has played, and is riding on ati 
average that is ■ just a shade 
over twi>per-game for the 
play-offs.
By NORM GO'TRH 
Dally Courier Staff Writer
Tlie luck o’ the Irish held!!
Before Wednestlay \ nlglil’s 
Packer whitewaslv of Uh; Bo11<v 
villc Marvels, coach O'RiflUy 
said “we need nil the shamrock 
luck V|.'e can get."
After the game hq made like 
a shamrock . . . he Kissed the 
iiir . . . and chortled will) glee: 
“Shure and we’ll be back to lake 
•cm again!"
Pncker.s dresjlng room was 
iK-dlam . . . a.s It slio«|d have 
liccn.
everybody’s follngn: ’’Before thl.'t 
here gaipe tonight,’’ he Shouted 
above the diii, "we didn’t feel so 
gocHi . . .  blit when we walke^ 
Into this, here dressing nwm to­
night and saw that big long Mike 
Durban p.acking himself into n 
suit . . . that dill it! . . yes sir, 
titnt (lid It right . . . things chang­
ed in II hurry , . . changed the 
v/hoiii team from a bunch of 
downcast drixipy drawers into a 
tightln’ hockey bunch , . , 1 say 
egain, Mike's return . . . that got 
the ole team .spitlt back . . . 
changed everything and changed 
it right!"
The so-calUst "pla.ster-cas.( n n d l» ,g ,.,., , »  nniVQ 
MUchos squad" W k a healthier, , , ,  ,
all-in-one ptcce and somewhat O llellly grlniHil f»n Irish grin 
younger Bellevllle crew to the kept on grinning . . ; he 
rhowers on the zero end of the b^teked up Uie ntdminderRestate-yho e 
M  scrubbing "that scrul>- 
Monting was tlie payback lor 1 
day night" sometxxly y»«lled 
"Tlmt’s for sure." anolner 
|)|iasizc*;d, “ and It's onlyi Uie Ik*- told you fellei'.s we’d do It . . .  I 
gtiming of the Wedein roll!" told y(iu mnys'hawk.s this gang 
GOallo Dave G(itherilm echoed!lean allU jilay hockey and out-
mentA with fist i>oun îing intu fist. 
' Quoth the Paddy; "I told you 
newspaper guys not to write us 
Kelnyma hockey guvs off . . .  I
chase pucks with anything .senior 
In Canada , . we're gonna do it 
again too . . . we can do it . . . 
wV' must ill) It . . . wo will do it!"
V'How about Andy McCalluin's 
jaw?" Jack WHS asked.
"What jaw?" O’Reilly queried. 
"Ain’t nothin’ wrong with Andy’s 
jaw . . he’s got, a busted cheek- 
iHsne or sumpn unlmixirtant like 
that , . but tl]fe D oc’s gonna 
flH'm up with n, guard and he’H 
ho back . , , oh, yeah, man . . .  
lie’ll he linck ,u . Andy’ll be back 
. , . we'll all bo back . . . ,we're 
rollin’, see; we’re rollin’ hnd 
we’ll roll some |uore!’’ ' 
DIIRIIAN FINE
"How's the .side, Mike?" we 
askyd Durban.
Die lanky sp<>nr grinned, rc- 
l>licd only "fine."
Mel Butler |K»ppcd in to con­
gratulate the boys, told newsmen 
lie was plenty |H*eved with the 
offidtillng, hiteiidwl wiring the 
CAUA president lliack In ^tont' 
tLal) straightaway. McU didii’l
condone Pneker backstop Smith’s 
inayhein, he said, but he "sure 
as lluinilor figuved the Belleville 
!;quad'.s nasty tactics should get 
the same treatme^it!”
Tljc pre.ssboy.s in the lioxl 
overhead didn't like Minnie Men­
ard's piece of clobbering either! 
u|) where the whole |ilay was .seen 
.clearly, when Menai(l smashed 
Orv La veil on the side of the 
head, causing ii wound requiring 
six stitches, ns one man, a <tozcn 
newspapermen rose In fury nndl 
torigue-hlasled the Macs,
When Menard drew only five I 
minutes In the'.sin bln, the prcs.s 
uproar Increased and one riHlIo 
man flung the end of an electrle| 
cord at the ndereo . . .  a re­
porter threw his pencil and i)ro-| 
gram.
BIl^KNT MACS 
A look Into the nelleville dress-1 





MOE YOUNO , 
scored twice
Allan Cup Full 
Story Assured
Coiitinued full coverage of 
Friday night’s third Allan Cup 
giiHA In Kamloops will be given 
by The Dally Courier.
Sports Editor George Inglln 
will handle the game,\ major 
colpr story arid column com­
mentary as usual.
Vcraatilc staff writer Ivy 
Hayden again will note fan re­
actions. Hub City commenU 
and general notes.
Norm Golro 'will go along to 
help with dresillng room chat­
ter, official comment and press 
box observations,, ^
Courier photographer Irving 
Corby will follow the Allan Cup 
Iran with Ms pew r camera.
Foreign News. . .  . Poge 12 
District News Page 3
NEWS BRIEFS
Special to The Daily Courier 
By THE CANADIAN PRESS
BELLEVILLE — Russ Soule 
was elected president of the 
Belleville Minor Buaeball As.socl- 
ition for the 1958 season. Other 
officers elected were vice-presi­
dent Mcl Richards, secretary 
Clifford Belch and treasurer Wil­
liam Hurst. The executive meets 
Monday night to plan actlvltlc.s 
for the year.
BELLEVILLE — Tlie proprl 
ctor of Shaw’s mens wear on 
ront Street, John G. Shaw, died 
suddenly at hl.s • home. He was
An ardent sportsman, ho was 
an outstanding lawn bowler and 
was n member of the Bclievllie 
lawn howling club for many 
years.
BELLEVILLE — Jack Carson, 
Ontario Baseball Association ex- 
ceulivo member^ has called a 
meeting Monday night of all 
those interested in forming a 
Belleville baseball team.
Carson said Wednesday cnthii- 
slnsm shown at the meeting will 
determine whether a team will 
bo formed to enter the Kingston 
Senior B a s e b a H Assoclntlon. 
Tlireo Kingston teams and Plcton 
have so far entered Uio Joop,
BELI.EVILLE ,—V Hostings 
County councillors have sent 
good wlsiics for the success of 
Belleville McFarlands , In their 
quest for Iho Allan Cup.
At the opening ^ay of their 
spring session they doted fo for­
ward n telcgraip to the team 
through county clĥ k̂ - treasurer 
Erie S. Denyes, whA-; fopk time 
off from otriclal duties to maho 
the trip to Kelowna, •
BEU-EVILLE ~  fkinrie lucky 
couple will fly to Kelowna to see 
an Allah Cup g(lme between 
Belleville and Kelowna.
The Macs’ booster club will 
hold a draw for a n . nll-expcnsa 
trip for two to Saturday night’s 
fourth game.
Paul Mercier, a member of thfli 
booster c|ub, presented' the plan 
to club president Dick Bcarc and 
his executive Tuesday and was 
told to go ahead.,
BELLEVILLE — ,Ncgo\lntlon3 
which started last November be­
tween the Belleville public school 
board and Bellevlllo teachers 
have not yet settled a salary dls* 
puto here. *
Board members were told at 
their regular monthly meeting 
that . terms still had not been 
rcnchcd although soUlomcnt' In 
expected before the next moeb 
ing,
BELLEVILLE ^  Rerkivatlonil 
to the Hastings Cpunly cmirb 
House costing an estimated $192,« 
000 will be con-sldcrcd by tho 
spring county council Hosslon thli 
week, ,
Council m c m b e t’ s heard To­
ronto architect Sidney Bregrpan 
list a Bchcdiilo of Interior renova-, 
Uons which would transform tho 
century-old structure.
Included would bo a now en­
trance and foyer and steel stair­
ways to ycplnco the present 
wooden ones, ,
fcloiidy With siinny periods to­
day. A few rtiowera In the after­
noon. Mdstly >uhny tomormuA 
lUtUc chaMfO tn .temporatur^. 
Wgbt wind$Jg)W,tonight and hW t
Friday .3d ntid «a#
Temi>cratur<l*'.-tW«»»;dcd Wednejf- 
clay M ondl W v/ijllt Inches of 
rain, ' ' ' '  ' '
\ '
T h e  D a i l y  C o u r i e r
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Canadilan
To Fly O n  A ll
A few days ago the Kamloops Sentinel 
’worked itself all into a dither about what 
flag Canadians should fly. y t appears that. 
-Mr. Jiisticc A. M. Manson of the B.C. 
Supreme Court stepped inside of the banquet 
room of a Kamloops hotel and on seeing 
Ihe Union Jack, explained that its use was 
improper.
The Sentinel said: “The wearing of a Can­
adian flag is always bewildering and through 
the years, successive governments have de­
bated whether or not we should have a dis­
tinctive Canadian flag. . . We bow to the 
interpretation of His Lordship. But we surely 
wish that the federal government reiterate, 
as seems necessary, which flag is which. And 
let’s be Canadians for alt times.’’
One is forced to wonder where the Sentinel 
. has been all these years, especially those since 
1945. Apparently the word that by Order 
in Council P.C. 5888, we have a distinctive 
Canadian flag, has not penetrated the wilds" 
of the Thompson Valley.
If the Sentinel would take its copy of the 
Canadian Almanac (if it hasn’t one, it 
11 ; should have) and turn to the section on Can-
* adian flags and badges, it would find the 
following:
“On Sept. 5, 1945, Order in Council P.C. 
5888 was issued as follows:
“ ‘That until such time as action is taken 
by Parliament for the formal adoption of a 
►national flag, it is desirable to authorize the 
flying of the Canadian Red Ensign on federal 
government buildings within as well as with- 
' out Canada, and to remove any doubt as to 
" the propriety of flying the Canadian Red 
Ensign wherever place or occasion may make 
it desirable to fly a distinctive Canadian 
flag;
“ ‘Therefore, His Excellency the Gov­
ernor General in Council, on the recommend­
ation of the Prime Minister, is pleased to 
order and doth hereby order that the Red 
Ensign with the shield of the Coat of Arms 
of Canada in the fly (hereinafter referred to 
as the ‘Canadian Red Ensign’) may be flown 
from buildings owned or occupied by the
* federal government within and without Can­
ada.
A g  assiz Bridge
According to Hon. W. K. Kiernan, the 
minister of mines and MLA for Chilliwack, 
the Agassiz-Rosedale toll bridge across the 
Fraser, which was expected to stand on its 
own feet financially in about five years, is 
now expected to be in that happy position 
in about three years.
The growth of cross river traffic which the 
bridge has brought about has been sub­
stantially above anticipation, despite the fact 
ihat logging activity in Harrison Lake area 
has been drastically curtailed.
So buoyant has been traffic that the toll 
bridge authority has been able to reduce 
tolls on the bridge without reducing its 
revenue. Clearly, the bridge is creating its 
own traffic and increasing it beyond the 
expectations.
The scoffers said this bridge would never
Ensign Is Flag 
O ccasions
“ ‘His Excellency in Council, on the 
same recommendation, is further pleased to 
declare and doth hereby declare that it shall 
be appropriate to fly the Canadian Red En­
sign within and without Canada wherever 
place or occasion may make it desirable to 
lly a distinctive Canadian flag’.’’
That order in council says definitely 
that “until such time as action is taken by 
Parliament for the formal adoption of a 
national flag, the Canadian Red Ensign— the 
Red Ensign with the Canadian Coat of Arms 
on the fly—is our official Canadian flag and 
that it should be flown as such “within afid 
without Canada wherever place or occasion 
may make it desirable to fly a distinctive 
Canadian flag.”
Mr. Justice Manson, of course was right. 
The correct flag for Canadians to fly is 
the Canadian Red Ensign, This is so, even 
though word has taken thirteen years to 
reach Kamloops.
Purists may argue that the phrase “until 
•iction is taken by Parliament for the formal 
adoption of a national flag” is a modifying 
factor. However in our opinion this is not 
so. The flag issue has always been one of 
great controversy and the late W. L. Mac­
kenzie King, in his wisdom, took this method 
to end the controversy. By order in council 
the logical and most popular choice of flags 
was named the official Canadian flag. Parlia­
ment has never, and we doubt if it ever will, 
lake any formal action. It was expected that 
usage would gradually make the Canadian 
Red &isign adopted by all the Canadian 
people and it is hap{^ning in just that way. 
In the opinion of this newspaper it will be 
many a long day before Canadians adopt 
any other flag as their own.
Those who argue that the Canadian Red 
Ensign is only a temporary expedient are 
whistling in the wind. “Until such time as 
action is taken by Parliament . . .” can and 
does mean a long, long time.
And in the meantime we continue as we 
have since the passing of P.C. 5888 in 1945, 
and fly the Canadian Red Ensign.
There can be no argument about that!
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
THE SPEAKER'S PLATFORM
BYGONE DAYS
pay for itself; that present and future traffic 
didn’t justify its construction; that it was 
a political sop for the Upper Fraser Valley. 
What now of the scoffers ^nd their arguments.
Here we have long heard the same scoffer-r 
type make the same comments about the 
Okanagan Lake bridge: that the bridge will 
never pay for itself; that present and future 
traffic will not justify its construction and 
Vancouver has consistently arguqd its con­
struction is nothing but a political plum 
for the Okanagan.
The experience of the Agassiz bridge 
should give pause to the scoffers in the Oka­
nagan. True our bridge is somewhat more 
costly but it is also true the traffic potential 
is greater. There is little reason to doubt that 
the Okanagan Lake bridge, after two years 
of operation, will be in the same happy posi­
tion as the Agassiz bridge.
10 YEARS AGO 
April, 1948
Two boys lost their lives and 
two others were seriously injur­
ed when a two-inch mortar shell 
exploded shortly before poon 
Sunday at the former Vernon 
army camp. Those killed were 
Samuel Kashuba and Mike Chu- 
dyk, both 18 years of age. Ser­
iously injured were Alec Chudyk, 
13, and Mike Kashuba, 15, bro­
thers of the dead youths.
Prime Minister Mackenzie 
King and Premier Byron John­
son sent personal congratulations 
to Mr. and Mrs. James A. Hub­
bard, who celebrated their _ 65th 
wedding anniversary on Friday. 
The elderly couple, who are well- 
kpown and respected residents of 
the community, have resided 
here for the past 35 years.
20 YEARS AGO 
April, 1928 ■
The grades committee of the 
BCFGA, meeting in Kelowna, re­
affirmed its stand on confining 
boxed grades to /the standard 
apple box, and will inform Col. 
R. L. Wheeler, fruit branch com­
missioner, that it will not ap­
prove any attempt to have box­
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My wife can now buy her lip­
stick much cheaper than last 
week, and she is beginning to 
point out the ‘fault.  ̂ In ovir wash­
ing machine because she know.s 
only too well that the price of 
tliese monsters has been cut by 
as much as $10 in $80.
She'would like a new electric 
Iron—and this, too, Is cheaper 
over here from now on, But if 
she bought n shopping bag to j)ut 
U in, sht! would find It more ex­
pensive. And if I, on my part, 
wore driven to drink by her 
shopping spree I could get high 
on port or sherry 27 cents a 
bottle cheaper than 1 could have 
done at Christmas,
If 1 got drunk, had a row with 
her, got divorced, and had to buy 
her n house so that we co\dd live 
apart, the process would now cost 
me $42 less In house-buying legal 
fees. But then I'd Ini living on a 
shoestring. And you know some­
thing? Suddenly,, the price of 
ahoestrlngs have gone up.
All this is the result of, the 
annual budget over here, just in- 
tiwiiiced lw«4ho House pf Conj-* 
mona. It is a 
tftke-wlth-anothcc.
raised little enthuslnsjo., ’, /  
iia l t '-iik a r t i :̂d  th y
There has been a half-hearted 
atteinpt to rotlonall/o the pur- 
chaae-lax iftotup which was intro­
duced In Britain during the war 
US a “wartime measure" l t ‘a 
been a lonk war. and It Isn't over
yet* *
^ nce  1941. oirixudtion to It ha.s 
been growlnU. And while most 
lr«alU« that it could not now l>c 
.completely nboUslusl a« a tax- 
Valser, most now want In Us iilace 
n Staley tax of a m ta ln  fixed |>er- 
, .cenlnge,
Aa U alands, the purchase l.tx
structure over here is still slight­
ly cock-eyed. You pay 30 per cent 
tax on a garden seat, and 60 per 
cent on a cosmetic. For every 
pipe an Englishman buys to 
smoke or suck a third of the 
price goes to the government.
And there are some crazy off­
shoots to the bvisiness. Get a glass 
vase and call it a flower jar over 
hero and you pay tax, but if the 
shopkeeper labels it J'celery Jar” 
it is tax-free.
CHANGE OF BEAT
Some 2000-odd (some of them 
very oddi journnUsts from all 
over the world have just return­
ed to their home tpwns from 
Brussels, where the 1958 World 
Exhibition opened. I found my­
self among the scrambling 2000 
for a few days to have a look at 
the show. It i.s only an hour by 
plane from l.on(don.
The Belgians themliclvcs have 
spent something like $185 mllUon 
on the show. The Riusslnns, deter­
mined to do everything better 
than anybody, have |)ourpd $53>,i 
million into their efforst. And 
fhey have made It b|g—but ix)n- 
derouSr-in the process.
Although the King of the Bel­
gians has now opened the show, 
it will be weeks yet befoye the 
yholia. I works am ..finished. Most 
imforitthnte nri' tho French — 
strikes have held up their show 
and it will not t>c until June thfil 
they open. Spain, too, is in a bit 
o( a tizzy. They have a superb 
looking pavilion, but nil they had 
Ir it when I visited it were two 
comely senorltns who said' Just 
one word when 1 asked them vihen 
the pavilion would Ihj ren<ly. Tiro 
won! was that old faithful! "Man- 
nan.”
CANADA’S s n o w
Canada's showhouse was olinost 
ready when I saw It. It is neat
taking the whole thing seriously 
the Canadians are like the Brit 
ish. Both take the line that you 
can be informative and entertain 
Ing at the same time.
Unlike the British, though, the 
Canadian affair is totally govern 
mental. The British have a pa 
viHon where industrial firms 
have bought space. 
IMPRESSIONS 
I was over at Brussels for just 
three days before the show open­
ed, Among my snapshot impres­
sions;
A meeting with a Russian in­
terpreter who showed me a model 
of Russia's Sputnik — and the 
argument we had when she came 
across with tho lino: "Every 
young p'orson in Russia wants to 
|?e the first to travel into space."
The way the Americans seem 
to take everything the Russians 
have done as a personal affront.
The chaos before the opening, 
when a Belgian official told me; 
‘‘As a matter of fact, wo only 
expcct*'d al)out COO journalists 
here. But 2000-well!”
The huge ccntrc-picco, the 
Antomlum, towering high above 
tho show,
helicopters towering high­
er—they even have a "hclltjort" 
on the exhibition’s 5()0-ncrc site, 
Tlic woy the cafe-keepers In
30 YEARS AGO 
April, 1928 
Four gypsies who,' together 
with their womenfolk, had been 
"telling, fortunes” to a number of 
people for several days and who 
were camped , to the north of the 
city limits, had to appear in 
police court Tuesday morning to 
answer a charge of vagrancy. 
They were found guilty and were 
each fined $20 and $2,50 costs. 
The fines were paid and they 
left the city the same afternoon, 
travelling south.
40 YEARS AGO 
April. 1918
The Kaslo-Slocan branch of the 
CPR was put out of commission 
last week by no less than three 
slides. The largest slide was 1,- 
400 feet long and 80 feet deep. 
One benefit of living in Kelowna 
on the lake is that slides cannot 
Interfere with the boat traffic.
50 YEARS AGO 
April, 1908
Messrs. DeHart and Bowes 
have opened up Laurler Ave. 
from Ethel St. to the government 
road.
trade unionist has blamed the 
British government for failing to 
arrest a decline in the nation’s 
industrial activity.
Sir Alfred Roberts, chairman 
of the Trades Union Congress in­
ternational committee, made the 
statement in an address to the 
biennial meeting of the Canadian 
Labor Congress.
He said the British government 
turned its back on the idea of an 
expanding economy. •
"It has chosen to attack infla 
tion by the costly and cumber­
some instrument of the credit 
squeeze,” he said. “ Its excessive 
reliance on monetary policy has 
reduced employment, checked in 
dustrial expansion and halted so­
cial progress and has brought us 
into a deflationary atmosphere.” 
Sir Alfred said the unemploy­
ment problem in Britain is 
as great as in Canada-^iut it 'is 
growing. In some areas the num­
bers seeking work is high above 
the national average of two per 
cent.
CITES AREAS
“In Northern Ireland, Scotland, 
parts of Wales, and in some 
areas of the north of England 
the queues at the employment ex 
changes are longer than they 
have been for years.
He appeared for support of the
international solidarity fund of
the International Confederation 
of Free Trade Unions.
"No job presents a greater 
challenge than this task of help­
ing those who have no unions or 
who have only just begun to de­
velop them,” he said. “It is a 
m afer of urgency that our help 
gets there on time.”
The gap that separates the 
way we live in the industrialized 
West and the way others exist 
in the under-developed lands of 
Asia, Africa and America grows 
wider instead of narrower.
“Into it, irresponsible national­
ism or ruthless totalitarianism, 
breeding on hunger and poverty, 






In the April 17th issue of your 
l^aper an editorial "Our Vital 
Concern" caught my attention 
and interest.
I agree with your thoughts en­
tirely. that maintaining the vame 
of our money is a vital concern 
of every citizen. Seeing that the 
contents of the editorial had to 
do with tho effects of Inflation on 
the life insurance owner by Can 
adians, I felt a comment or two 
by a Kelowna life , underwriter 
might be In order.
Life insurance is being pur­
chased in ever increasing 
amounts by Canadians each 
year. It n^ay be of interest to 
your readers that Canadians own 
more life insurance, per capita, 
than any other nation in the 
world—even more than Uie 
people of the United States.
Men buy life insurance be­
cause it guarantees, as no other 
Instrument of finance can, a cer 
tain number of dollars (in cash 
or income) to their families if 
they die and, again, a certain 
number of dollars for themselves 
when they reach retirement 
years—dollars which can be con­
verted into an income which is 
payable for life. Your editorial 
was correct in stating that'we do 
not know the future value of 
those dollars. However, only life 
insurance can guarantee exact 
ly how many dollars there will 
be whenever they are needed 
most. The biggest problem a 
widow faces and the biggest pro­
blem a retired person faces is 
not “what are the dollars 
worth” , but “ how many" dollars 
do I have and how long will they 
last. •
Coming back to the main pur 
pc'--. I >'?lievo, of your editorial 
—that of every citizen doing his 
be... lO Kiaimam the value of our 
money—every effort tliat is made 
to encourage Canadians to save 
for the future is important. We 
life underwriters feel that we 
are rendering a real service to 
our fellow citizens, in this re­
spect, when we do encourage 
them to look ahead and save.
Yours sincerely.
RUSS HAWLEY
P.S. I believe the total of in­
surance owned by Canadians is 
close to $30 billions, not $3 bil 
lions.
WORKING WOMEN
LONDON (CP) — An official 
booklet says one in five of Brit 
ain’s engineering workers is a 
woman. The women, 500,000 ol 
them, are mainly engaged in 
light engineering firms.
•••• Calvert — 
S P E C IA L
Canadian Ryc*\VhisK^
• OmiD IN BONO 
Ms ^Ms
PtfTlUtM ilNtn*
’.You'il find one of 'lheso 
fine Cnlv'e'rl ryc'wbiskies 
exactly to your taste. 
Dollt are snioolh-bicnded, 
mellow, liijhl vvhiskies!
. , It's just a 
maltor.of taOirg,
To see which Calvert 
" is your Calvert.
C a lve d
G R A N D  H E S L K U :
m






There have been several sug­
gestions as to the naming of 
our bridge. Amongst those men-1 
tioned w a s  "T he, Bennett 
Bridge” . Far be it for me to dis-l 
parge in any way the wonderful! 
work and undoubted ability of I 
our Premier, but I .feel quite I 
convinced that the bridge will I 
always be known as .“The Kel-| 
owna-Westbank Bridge” or "Thel 
Okanagan Bridge” . *
Much as I feel The Hon. Mr. 
Bennett is entitled to great credit I 
for this wonderful effort, onaJ 
must look ahead to other gener-I 
ations to whom his great help! 
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BIBLE BRIEF
Being Jnalified by faith, we 
have peace with God through 
our Lord Jesus Christ.” Romans
Only they who have peace with 
God, have hcace of mind. _
THE DAILY COURIER
R. P. MacLean. Publisher 
Published every afternoon ex­
cept Sundays and holidays at 492 
Doyle Ave., Kelowna, B.C. b> 
The Kelowna Courier Limited.
Authorized as Second Class 
Matter, Post Office Department, 
Ottawa.
Member of The Canadian Press. 
Members Audit Bureau of Cir­
culations.
Tho Canadian Press Is exclu­
sively entitled to the use for re­
publication of all news despatches 
credited to It or to Tho Assoclatea 
Press or Reuters In this paper 
End also'tho local news published 
trercln. All rights of republlca- 
tlon of special dispatches herein 
nio also reserved.
Subscription rates—carrier de­
livery, city and district 30c per 
week, carrier boy collecting every 
weeks Suburban picas, where 
Earner or delivery service Is 
maintained, rates as above.
By mcll. in B.C.. $6.00 per 
year; $3.50 for 6 months; $2 00 
for 3 months. Outside B C and 
U.S.A., $15.00 per year; $7.50 for 
6 months; $3.75 for 3’ months; 
single copy sales price, 5 cents.
CANCER SYMPTOMS
The seven symptoms that may
Indicate cancer arc:
1, Unusual bleeding or discharge.
2. A lump or thickening ,o( the 
breast or elsewhere.
3, A sore that does not heal.
4. Prealstcnt changes In bowel or 
bladder habits.
5; Persistent hoarsness or cough,
6. Persistent Indlgestlop or dlffl 
cully In swallowing,.
7. Change In a wprt or mole. ,
Now on your Okanagan 
Spray Calendar
apples,
CEICY DIAZINON provide! 
oulitanding control of Apple 
Maggots and Codling Moths
including thoio Codlliig Moths 
resistant to chlorinated insecticides. 
Eliccllvely controli Green Apple 
Aphids, Woolly Apple Aphids, 
San Jose and Forbes Sc.'de 
Crawlers. DIazinon also 
suppresses Mites.
I
Brussels have Just upped their 
prices in a quiet sort of wny-m 
franc here, a couple of francs 
there. . . .
And, finally—the expression of 
complete disinterest on tho face 
of the Arab craftsman who was 
prephring a mosaic on the Moroc­
can pavilion. All the nations ol 
the world were around him -and 
he couldn't have carcil less.
and comiuiut, and gives a kikmI 
ir.dlcntlon of life back home.
LOW IS HIGH
'Mnun^ lx)w, 10,075-frKit |M'nk in 
Ihe Rockies, is named after Dr,
....................... ..................  A. P. l,«w, former director ol
Hut wherrhs man>" nations aril the Canadian geological survey.
HERE AT LAST! D O N T MISS IT!
"CENTERVILLE AWAKENING"
Feature-length Sound Motion rictiirc
” . . the finest Chrlstlart film ever produced! The I/>rd Is 
going to use it, mightily lit stirring the hearts of Ills people”
, , —Te.stlinonlnl.
■t ' , ' , '
See it at the following places:
1. EVANOEUCAL UNITED BRETIIREN CIIURCH —
1313 Richter Rj. ,li^elawna, Friday, April 25, 8:00 p.m. ,
2. WINFIELD UNITED CllimCII (sponsored by. Free Metho­
dist! United and United Missionary churches),
WINFIELd , Hatiirday. April 20 -  R.OO p.m,
1 . RUTIJiND MISSION (opiKtsIte Post Orfice) ' G 
Rinri-AND. Bundsy. April 'i7 ~  7:30 p.m: '
(Repeat Showings Where N(-ccsi:ary) '
DIAZINON
controls a wide variety 
of fruit insects
-C A N  BE APPLIED UP TO 
14 DAYS BEFORE HARVEST 
ON APPLES AND PEARS 
-U P  TO 10 DAYS, BEFORE HARVEST 
ON CHERRIES
GOOD NEWS FOR GROWERS, Now yon can con­
trol practically all the major fruit pests on apples, , 
pears and chcrrie.s with GEIGY DIAZINON-incliKl- 
ing certain insects wltlch arc dlf- 
-pj,,- ficult to control with other
^ ^  insecticides. Ask yonr
farm or orchard supply 
dea ler today  foi; 
GI'IIGY DIAZINON 
(25% wcttuhlo 
powder). May ho 
used alone or In 
combiiiatlon with 
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Appcwlna in district police 
court here on a Charge of ex­
ceeding the 50 miles an hour 
highway speed limit near Okana­
gan Falls, Kenneth Sidney Wilson 
was fined $20 and costs.
Pleading guilty to a charge; of 
I being intoxicated in a public 
I place, Harry Chmilar was fined 
I $10 and costs in city police court.
Charged in district police court 
with speeding (over 30) in Win­
field, Carl James Wiggins was 
fined $25 and costs.
Fine of $35. plus costs, was im­
posed in district police court on 
Marjorie Gertrude Ford for ex­
ceeding the 50 miles an hour 
speed limit near Kamloops.
Driving without having his 
driver’s licence renewed cost 
David John Wiens a fine of $10 
and costs in magistrate’s court.
' Charged in magistrate's court 
with violating restrictions on his 
driver’s licence by operating a 
motor vehicle without his eye 
glasses, Leopold Andrew Wira- 
chowsky was fined $20 and costs,
A fine of $15. plus costs, was 
levied in city police court on 
Owen Bruce Murphy for driving 
a motor' vehicle on Bernard 
Avenue from one lane to another 





LOCAL A N D  DISTRICT
WESTBANK — A truly varied 
program will be presented here 
Friday evening, when the centen­
nial committee will offer its 
variety concert in George Pringle 
High School auditorium at 8 p.m.
During this concert,, the aud­
ience will witness everything 
from a display of judo, with par­
ticipants from both Westbank 
and Kelowna, to a dance number 
perforpied by students of Kel­
owna’s Mary Pratten School of 
Dancing. Also on the program is 
violinist Murray Hill, local 12- School band
Centennial Sunday  
Plans C o m p le te d
RUTLAND — The following gram in the auditorium on the .parade and two of them will pro« 
program for the centennial dedi-1 Saturday evening. May 17. ini vide band concerts during the day
m y P E A C H L A N D
SAMPLE KELOWNA HOSPITALITY
PEACHLAND — Mr. ad Mrs, 
Thomas McLaughlin Sr. have left 
for Vancouver, to be with the 
former’s sister, Mrs. W. Sudaby, 
who is ill.
year-old who won two cups at 
the recent music festival at Pen­
ticton, a barbershop quartet, a 
group of Westbank high-schoolers 
singing popular Western songs, 
and, to the other extreme, the 
Buzzell choir will offer several 
Negro spirituals.
JAPANESE DANCES
Japanese dances, with com­
plete costumes will bo presented 
by a group of young Kelowna 
and Westbank Japanese people, 
and Dr. Peter Huitema will play 
the accordion.
Students of George Pringle 
High School will present their 
revised version of “Little Red 
Riding Hood,’’ the text of which, 
it is reported, has been brought 
up-to-date, with humorous re­
sults.
Proceeds from the concert will 
aid the centennial committee in 
their plans for a Centennial cele­
bration, to be held July 1. No 
definite plans for this celebration 
have as yet been made, but the 
possibility of a combined re­
gatta and sports day is being 
considered.
cation this Sunday at 2 p.m, has connection with the choice of a 
been approved by the Rutland queen for the centennial day. 
centennial committee; .phc committee in charge of
.0 CAN.ADA’’, Rutland High‘the square dance was authorized
to hire an orchestra for the af­
fair. The dancing will be held 
out-of-doors in the evening, on 
a temporary dance floor to be 
constructed of plywood. 
FIREWORKS. TOO 
The fire brigade was author­
ized to purchase an aerial dis­
play of fireworks, with the neces­
sary equipment for firing the 
rockets.
J. G. Morrison rci^ortcd that 
plans for the parade are well in 
hand. Eight or nine floats are in 
pros;x:ct. and the Kelowna riding 
club would take part, in costumes 
of Indians and old times. Three
Bampling a bit of western 
hospitality before they got 
down to the business of trying 
to pry the Allan Gup out of the 
Packers’ g r a s p  this week, 
Belleville boosters were en­
thusiastic and confident. Above, 
Mayor Dick Parkinson, centre, 
is embraced by Mayor Harvey 
McFarland, left, big-time con­
struction man, mayor of Picton 
and the “angel’’ of the Mc­
Farland’s hockey club. The 
smiling citizen on the right is 
Alderman Claude Tice of Belle­
ville, the arena  ̂committee 
chairman, and a hews editor 
on the paper there.
SILVLLOW STRAIT
(I Bering itrait. one of the ent­
rances to the Arctic Ocean, is 
qply 49 miles wide and 27 fath- 
qms deep.
MANY LAKES
; In an area of 5,300 square 
ibiles southvycst of Reindeer 
Lake In Saskatchewan there are 
^500 lakes. ________
Train Schedules Changed To 
Cope With Daylight Saving
Mr. and Mrs. Neil Witt, with 
their young daughter, Avcril, and 
Zc^. Witt, have left for Castle- 
gar, and will later go to Veteran, 
Alta.
Rehearsals are progressing 
favorably for the centennial con­
cert sponsored by the Women’s 
Auxiliary to .the LJnited hurch, to 
be held May 2, in the Athletic 
Hall, at 7:30 p.m.
Mr. and Mrs. Gordon Wyatt 
journeyed to Trail at the week­
end to visit their youngest son, 
Dennis and his wife and son.
The final figures of the local 
Red Cross campaign have been 
released, and are disappointing, 
as Peachland did not reach the 
quota set. The sum of $333.35 was 
collected, with the quota being 
$400.
Harrison May 
Be Placed On 
"Short List"
LONDON (CP)—Tip for Cana­
dian impresarios — put British 
actor Rex Harrison on your short 
list.
Harrison, here for the London 
premier of My Fair Lady, ex­
pects to stay about a year.
After that, he told a reporter, 
he’d like to go “somewhere like” 
Stratford, Ont., and do a Shakes­
peare play. One possibility would 
be the part of Malvolio in Twelfth 
Night.
Daylight saving time goes in­
to effect Sunday, and consequent­
ly, Canadian National Railways’ 
passenger train schedules will 
be altered.
Northbound train number 193 
(daily except Sunday) will con­
tinue to leave Kelowna at 3:45 
p.m.. arriving Kamloops five' 
minutes earlier—at 8:20 p.m., in­
stead of 8:25 p.m. The train will
loops Junction at 9:35 p.m., in­
stead pf 9:30 p.m.
Schedules for all other mainline 
trains remain the same. Train 
number three will continue to 
arrive at 9:05 p.m. Train number 
four, the eastbound ’‘Continent­
al,’’ .will arrive atiSiOd ama. and 
depart at 5:25 a.m. as usual. The 
“Super Continental,” westbound 
train number one, will continue
I leave there at .8:40 p.m., as in Uo at Kamloops Junction
past, arriving Kamloops J u n c t i o n j .qq a ^ .  and leave at 3:15 I at 8:55 p.rn. a.m. , Train number two, the
m
DRIVE-IN THEATRE 
T O N IG H T
Southbound train number 194 
(daily except Sunday) will con- 
[tinuc to leave Kamloops Junc­
tion at 5:35 a.m., arrive at Kam- 
iloops at 5:45 a.m. and in Kel- 
jowna at 10:50 a.m., instead of 
111:00 a.m.
On the mainline service, the 
’Continental,” westbound train j number three, will leave Kam-
Reading of provincial procla­
mation. chairman, centennial 
committee, A. W, Gray.
Presentation of centennial flag 
to president of Rutland Park So­
ciety, Percy Wolfe.
Raising and breaking of cen­
tennial flag by color party, con­
sisting of a Boy Scout, a Wolf 
Cub and a Pathfinder.
Lord’s Pravor, in uniso'n, led 
by Dr. A. W. N. Druitt.
British Columbia centennial 
anthem, high school band.
Unveiling of tocm pole, C. D. 
Buckland, vice-chairman, centen­
nial committee.
Explanation of symbols carved 
on totem, Oliver Jackson.
“God Save The 'Queen” , high 
school band. \  V 
Following the Veremonies the 
band ■will hold aVhort. concert, 
under direction of bandmaster 
Harold King.
The opening game of the 
SOK’M Junior Baseball League 
will take place at 3 p.m. also 
this Sunday, with the Rutland 
juniors playing Lumby, in a 
seven-inning contest.
A i  9:30 p.m. the Rutland Boy 
Scouts, under Scoutmaster Bert 
Chichqstcr, will light the beacon 
fire at the top of Black Mountain, 
with the forestry department co- 
.operating.
OLD TIMER’S BANQUET
At a meeting of the Rutland 
centennial committee Tuesday 
evening at the high school it was 
decided to hold a banquet for 
the old timers of the district 
in the cafeteria, Saturday eve­
ning, May 17. A representative 
committee of the various women’s 
organizations in the district will 
cater for the affair. All persons 
resident in the district 40 years 
or more ago will be invited to 
attend.
The meeting also approved a 
proposal from the board of 
trade to have a pageant and pro-
and evening of the centennial 
day. May 19.
Arrangements have been made 
for the loan of equipment for the 
^lidway from the Kelowna Kins­
men Club by the board of trade 
for the day.
A softball tournament and a 
baseball game arc assured. Some 
of the preliminary softball tour­
nament games will be played on 
the Sunday afternoon and there 
will be a junior baseball league 
game with Winfield that after­
noon also.
Tlic preparation of the book on 
the history of Rutland, under the 
chairmanship of Mrs. Rufli, Is 
nearly complete. A few details 
still remain to be attended to, 
and additional photographs for
bands arc to take part in the cuts arc being sought.
P A R A M O U N T  i s
Buy Book Tickets and Save —• Phone 3111
Now Showing —  Twice Nightly —  7:00 and 9:05 p.m.
2q,
JAYNE MANSREU) ' ‘  
SUZY PARKER
I C I ^
:t m b v i f o r :
■I
O N bm aS c o P S
COLOR by DELUXE
u sunorvoitc 30MO
Saturday Continuous from 1:00 — Cartoons 
COMING MONDAY —  ADVANCED PRICES
i /
DOUBLE BILL
SABU AND THE 
MAGIC RING"








eastbound “Super, Continental,” 
will continue to arrive at ,11:30 
p.m. and leave at 11:40 p.m.
CPR TIMES
Canadian Pacific Railway has 
advised that train arrivals and 
departures at Salmon Arm for 
connections to Okanagan poitlts 
will remain almost the same 
with the changeover to daylight 
saving time.
The westbound Canadian will 
arrive in Salmon Arm at 11:49 
p.m, (PDT) and the bus will 
leave at 11:55 p.m, (PDT). ar­
riving in Kelowna at 2 a.m.
To make connections b t Sal­
mon Arm for both Canadian and 
Dominion eastbound trains, the 
bus will leave Kelowna at 4:15 
p.m, (PDT) and arrive at Sal­




LONDON (CP) — The favorite 
dish of Vincent Massey, Gover­
nor - General " Of Canada, is a 
pheasant hash cooked in wine and 
brandy and accompanied by a 
puree of chestnuts, eggs and 
truffles.
So says a publication called 
The Best of Taste, prepared by 
wives of navy members of the 
North Atlantic Treaty Organiza­
tion. They asked the heads of the 
15 NATO countries to supply de­
tails of their pet preparations and 
got six replies.
Responses showed that King 
Paul of Greece likes kedgeree;
President Asgeir of Iceland, fish 
pudding and stewed ptarmigan;
Grand Duchess Charlotte of Lux­
embourg, cary - fish stewed in 
wine.
Queen Juliana of The Nether- , 
lands and President Eisenhower address on tips t o . -
voted for stew, with variations.
SWEDISH STEEL
Sweden’s output of steel had 
doubled since the Second World 
War, to a total of 1,720,000 mil­
lion tons.
Banks No Longer Cold, 
Kelowna Speakers Told
Banks have come a long way,ione prepared talk in toast-] 
from the stiff cold .atmosphere masters.
of yesterday to the friendly. Table topics, that portion of 
helpful atmosphere which now the meeting in which a toast- 
preyails today. | master is asked to talk on a
~ subject for two minutes without
any previous warning or prepara­
tion, was handled by Ed Boyd.
The members who were not on 
the formal program spoke of 
various current and interesting 
topics. The toastmaster of the 
evening was Ross Lemmon, who 
introduced the speakers.
PRIZE WINNERS 
Walter Laurie won. the award 
for the best speaker of the eve­
ning, and J. Arnold Tcasdale 
won the weekly prize.
Guests from Vancouver in the 
persons of R. M. Jamieson and 
James Hughes were introduced, 
and Peter F. Rcmpcl and Bas 
Jennings from Kelowna. Chair 
man of the meeting, was Don 
MacGillivray. The Toastmasters 
club will incct again on Tuesday, 
April 29 at the Royal Anne Hotel 
with, a dinner meeting starting 
at 6:15.
Interested youngm en from 
Kelowna and district are invited
O N C E  Y O U 'V E  S E E N  
S A Y O N A R A  Y O U ’V E  
S E E N  T H E  G R E A T E S T !
jm R u n rB R jM N
The countless ways that the 
bank can advise and help in our 
bustling and often confusing 
economy today are unknown to a 
great majority of people.
Robert Thompson, local toast­
master, made these remarks in 
his' interesting and enlightening 
talk on “Banking—Past and 
Present,” at the meeting of the 
Toastmaster Club held Tuesday. 
He pointed out that the banks 
are always interestcd_jtohelp a 
community grow, and to"~assist 
financially to prove its belief in 
the citizens and the community 
as a whole.





to  love. 
But 
I will 
iova you  
if that 
it  your 
daaira..."
masters, pointing out that toast 
masters will not make public 
speakers, but it will give the 
education and confidence neces­
sary to speak in public. Walter 
Lauricr in his “Ice Breaker” 
gave an interesting history of 
himself and this is the number
5AY0IM M
Filmed in teCHNIRAma and JFCHNICOLOR iiraaiieii WAfisfH bHiA
CO-BTABMINO
PATRICIA OWENS • RED BUTTONS RICARDO UONTALBAN*MARTHA SCOTT
MIYOSHIUMEKI • JAMES GARNER tM  imiooueiKO miikoM
'll
Action Drama
Jack Carbon, Mickey 
Kooiicy, Nancy Gatc.s
— COMING —
FRIDAY and S VIURDAY 
,\|ii'il 25 and 26
SUIM.U SI'I CIAL
'TARNISHED
ANGELS"’ , . '
Drama of Violent Romance
Rock liiid.Non, Robert Stack,
Dorothv, Malone
' '
‘Kiss Thom For Me,” a ro­
ll mantic comedy starring Cary 
Grant, Jayne Mansfield and Suzy 
Parker with Leif Erick.son, which 
opens tonight at the Paramount 
Theatre, tells the story of three 
madcap naval combat pilots who 
turn San Francisco upside clown 
during a four-day leave.
They find all they have been 
looking for in the way of lauchs, 
Ihrill.s and girls in that exciting 
city—and more.
NEXT WEEK
One of the most poignant love 
stories of all timc,” Sayonara,” 
arrives for its premiere perform­
ance Moiulny. Starring Marlon 
Brando, and intriKludclng Miiko 
Taka, "Sayonara” which is ,Inp- 
qnese for "goocibyc,'' is a story 
fof modern Japan, 
h Miss Taka, who portrays the 
Japanese actress, was "discover- 
ed” Willie at a Nisei (ostlval in 
I.OS Angeles a year ago, She po- 
i.sesses.a haunting lyrical voice, 
and sing.s two songs in "Sayon- 
arn,” ,1 Irving Berlin wrote the words 
I niul mu.sie for the theme song. 
Her dancing, too, is of the highest 
professional quality as the result 
of being trained in the Japanese 
tradition. It i.s believed Miss 
Taka’s performnnee Will "prove 
a bombshell” in film clreles, ‘
X
..................





F R I D  A Y !
BMWMt I- .wiL-iuiL,
<A( 7;1S ,nil 10:15) (AI 0:50 p.m.)
ODEON DRIVE-IN
VKRNON — Highway 97 North At City Limits
e n d s  TONIGHT!
At ROSS Till: bridge: ’ —  “S A N llA G tr
T H E  W E L C O M E  R E F R E S H M E N T  O F
te a  a s  i t  s h o u ld  h e ! r
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Bridges Claims Eisenhower's Men 
Fail To Keep Him Fully Informed
By BEM BRICE While trot much really is known { Even so. Adams has insisted____ . .about the role Adams plays in that nothinf would be further
WASHINGTON (AP) — Amonghj^^ shaping of national policy, it!from f*>e truth than charges that 
Republican senators, ► undoubtedly significant. Ex- he and others “usurp th'
r'Y *•
CANADA'S MOUNTIES ON DUTY AT WORLD FAIR
'Red-coated 
Jtoyal Canadian 
^lice are shown as
stalwarts of the 
Mounted Po-
they were
greeted on arrival at Brussels 
airport to begin a tour of duty 
at the Brussels world fair. Pos­
ing with them is a Belgian
“Mounty” (second from left). 
The Mounties will serve at the 
fair for six months.
Prices Commission Member 
is Himself A Middleman
' By HAROLD MORRISON I 
.Canadian Press Staff Writer
;^EGINA (CP) — Housewives' 
and farmers who take pot shots 
at the middlefflhn little realize 
tQat one of the most prominent 
in Canada Is quietly glistening to 
them on the seven-member royal 
commission on price spreads.
.The man in the middle in this 
case is 50-year-old Bernard Couv- 
r$tte of Montreal, head of a dlO, 
000,000-a-year wholesale grocery 
business and past president of 
t^e Canadian Wholesale Grocers 
Association.
♦The quiet-spoken, unassuming 
■ h|r. Couvrette—a popular figure 
a-m o n g his commission col-
T A X I
Radio Controlled
ANYWHERE
leagues—has some definite'ideas 
of the value of the man who 
takes the raw goods from farm­
ers and turns them into accept- 
tablc products for the consumer. 
But mostly he keeps these ideas 
to himself, preferring to “listen 
and learn."
NOT A REPRESENTATIVE
“After all, I am not here to 
represent the middlemen,” he 
said in an Interview, in Regina. 
‘T am here to do a job for Cana­
dians.”
But now and then, he'll slip in 
a quiet question at public hear 
ings, raising the issue of whether 
after all, the middleman may not 
be doing a good job at a fair 
price.
The question usually slows 
commission w i t n e s s e s .  They 
usually hesitate, ponder and then 
slowly admit that perhaps Mr, 
Couvrette is right.
Both producers and consumers 
have opened a flood of charges 
aimed at food processors, dis­
tributors, wholesalers and retail­





14«5 Ellis St. 
Opposite the Post Office
charge too much for their serv­
ices.
But the big stickler all along 
the line is the lack of official 
statistics to show how the money 
is absorbed from the time the 
product leaves the farm until the 
time it reaches the kitchen table.
“ It would be well if all the 
provinces would join with the fed­
eral government to help get the 
figures together,” Mr. Couvrette 
said. "That would make it easier 
and less expensive.”
Touching on the flood of com­
plaints, he added:
“From what I have seen of the 
briefs presented to the commls 
sion, there is perhaps room for 
thinking that the middleman is 
bringing food to the consumer at 
a reasonable price.
“Most of the criticism voiced 
is based on assumptions. No real 
accusation against the middle­
man has been made on any spe 
cific item. Of course, there are 
exceptions to the rule, but I be 
lieve that most middlemen are 
performing a good job.”
influential
it was New Hampshire’s Styles 
Bridges who came right out and 
said it in public.
President Elsenhower, he as­
serted, is surrounded by a palace 
guard which falls to keep him 
fully Informed.
Because the statement came 
from the head of the Senate 
Republican policy committee, it 
was news. But the criticism is 
old. raising a point people have 
been hearing for five years.
Bridges didn’t mention names.
He didn’t have to.
If there is a palace guard in 
the classic sense of an appointed 
clique shielding a leader from 
contact with political reality, 
then—In the case of the White 
House—the logical candidate for 
chief guard is Sherman Adams 
who is known in his home state 
of New Hampshire as "old stone 
face.”
ABRUPT MAN 
Adams is the abrupt, hard­
working assistant to the pres­
ident. In this capacity he is chief 
of the White House staff.
Bridges says that while Eisen­
hower appears to be an alert 
leader, he isn’t as fully informed 
on some things as he should be. 
Adams is the man supposed to 
keep the president informed, 
President Eisenhower has said 
the idea that a palace guard 
keeps vital information from him 
is ridiculous.
Adams, 59-year-old former lum­
berjack, is probably the most 
powerful man in the executive 
branch of the government next 
to the president himself.
For five years the former Now 
Hampshire governor to whom Ei 
senhower has referred with a 
smile as "the boss.” has re­
mained pretty much in the back­
ground.
CLOSE-MOUTHED TOO
He is close-mouthed. Once he 
advised a reporter in Providence.
.1., “never miss an opportunity 
to keep your mouth shut.”
T h e  extremely inaccessible 
Adams can be a frosty man. 
Once his secretary greeted him 
with a cheery “good morning.” 
Adams ignored her. About an 
hour later she repeated the 
m e e t in g .  “You said . that,” 
Adams growled.
IS undoubtedly significant 
cept S ot  cabinet officers, almost 
no one sees the president on busi­
ness unless the appointment is 
cleared through Adams.
It is not denied that the pres­
ident inspects each document 
brought to him for signatures for 
the initials “O.K.S.A.” before he 
signs.
LS SHOP MINDER
For all practical purposes 
Adams has been the shop minder 
at the White House during the 
more than 650 days Elsenhower 
has been ill or out of town to 
play golf, hunt, make speeches 
or on bus .qess.
Adams conducts dally staff 
meetings ind assigns the White 
House work load. Eisenhower 
rarely, if ever, attends these ses­
sions though his predecessor, 
Harry Truman, did’ regularly.
se pre­
rogatives of the president.” 
A d a m s ,  who earns $22,500 
yearly at his White House job, 
is an early riser and a late 
worker. He is a ski enthusiast, 
a good golfer (low 80s), a hi-fi 
music fan and a fast driver. He 
also is frugal.
Adams was born Jan. 8. 1899, 
in his grandfather’s Baptist par­
ish at East Dover, Vt. Though 
born into Baptist surroundings 
Adams was reared as an Epls 
copallan (Anglican), his father’s 
church.
After graduation from Dart' 
mouth, he went to work as a log 
ger and ultimately became gen­
eral manager of a logging firm 
in New Hampshire. In time he 
entered politics and became a 
two-term governor of New Hamp­
shire (1948-1952).
fie 'Win endrde the d tp . Joined 
at various p o i n t !  by arterial 
streets. ,
. One of the most impressive 
landmarks on the new face of 
Paris will be a 21-storey apart 
ment building on the left bank— 
Paris’ first real “skyscraper.’ 
When it is completed next year, 
the building will be in a class 
with four other landmarks which 
rise above all else on the Paris 
skyline: the Eiffel Tower, Notre 
Dame Cathedral, the Sacre Coeur 
Church and the Arc do Triomphe.
HIE DAILY COURIER A





L1VERP(X)L (Reuters) — ’Two 
great institutions which have 
done m u c h  to make modern 
Liverpool—the Mersey Docks and 
Harbor Board and the Liverpool 
Steamship Owners Association — 
are both 100 years old this year.
The port authority controls 
many miles of docks, used every 
year by about 18,500 vessels load­
ing and unloading some 15,000,- 
000 tons of cargo.
The shipping companies linked 
together number 67. They own 
640 ships, totalling 4,600,000 tons, 
which is just more than one-quar 
ter of the entire British merch 
ant fleet.
PARIS (Reuters) — The face populaOon to gravitate toward After London, yverpool is the
of Paris is changing. Ithe centre and settle as near its second port in Britain Mth InOf i'aris is cnanging. possible. magnitude and in terms of cargo
handled. London takes in one- 
third of Britain’s trade; Liverpool
'Gay Paree' Undergoes 
Important Face Lifting
traffle. Us proximity to Londos 
apd Us double tides, moved theli , 
base souUi to Southampton on th| 
English Channel.
Yet the temnage handled by 
Uverpobl increased by nearly 
one-fifth between IMT and las) 
year.'
Liverpool’s ancient fame was 
founded on its geographical posi­
tion, ideally placed on the wes( 
coast of England, between Wales, 
Ireland and Scotland.
From the beginning. Us me^ 
chant venturers were pioneers, 
entering commerce with the New 
World from the very beginning 
First, there ,was plenty of sail 
and coal to sell: then, the most 
lucrative merchandise of all, Af­
rican slaves,
Liverpool was created a city as 
early as 1207, when King Johe 
wanted to launch a war on Ire­
land. Its great development cam* 
when the Mersey sailing ships 
started going to Virginia, th< 
West Indies and West Africa ir 
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By the time the present 10-year 
municipal building plan is com­
pleted, a modern city wiU have 
taken its place alongside the old 
metropolis. City blocks of con­
crete, steel and glass will have 
risen w h e r e  today crumbling 
tenements stand, and broad thor­
oughfares wiU girdle the city.
In the last eight years, the 
city’s planning authorities hav.e 
been faced with the challenge of 
either setting in motion a bold, 
fast-moving program of recon­
struction, or allowing much of old 
Paris to degenerate into a con­
gested slum. Two years ago, they 
faced up t6 the problem and 
launched this 10-year program 
Greater Paris has a population 
of 8,000,000 and the total is in­
creasing at twice the rate of the 
rest of France.
But where the populations of 
other world capitals tend to make 
their homes on the fringes of the 
city or in nearby satellite towns, 
the tendency in Paris is for the
OLD BLOCKS
This tendency aggravates the 
housing scarcity in a city where 
the average age. of a block of 
apartments’ Is 100 years, where 
there ate many tenements which 
have stood for the better part of 
three centuries, and where old 
dwellings are becoming uninhabi­
table faster than new ones can 
be built.
The new building program is 
the most ambitious feat of town 
planning that the city hqs known 
since Baron Haussman demol­
ished the teeming slum warrens 
of medieval Paris 130 years ago 
to make way for his broad, tree- 
lined boulevards.
Now. once again entire quar­
ters of the city which have stood 
for centuries are being marked 
for demolition.
In addition to slum clearance, 
the 10-year plan includes an im­
aginative program of road build­
ing. A belt highway for fast traf-
V
STOUT VICTORY
GAMINGAY, England (C P)- 
Wldenlng of the historic “ kissing 
gate” in this Cambridgeshire vil­
lage by three Inches has ended 
complaints that “buxom village 





But Liverpool’s importance as 
passenger port has declined 
since the owners of the big Atlan­
tic liners, attracted by its near 
ness to France and the European
CALORY CONSCIOUS
DUMFRIES. Scotland , (C P )- 
Lunches at a hostel in this town 
coat £54 annually for a boy and 
£36 for a girl, the county educa- , 
tlon committee was told. A wo-j 
man member explained. ‘”rhe ’ 
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E v e r y  w o m a n  l o o k s  l o v e l i e r  
in ^  ^  a T  •  ^
There's good reaion why Gothic bedomos more 
women than any other bra on the market today. The 
secret lies In the cleverly conitructed bust cups and in 
the firming Cordtex* Inserts. If you haven't worn a 
Gothic bra, get fitted today. You'll find It's pretty 
too and tor lasting freshness.
In embroidered broadcloti \̂ and elastic $2.00, 
Other styM* from $IJ5 .
\ *Tra*« M«ta S*|fA
l e n t w u o K )
~ l h .  c l io lc .  o f  w o m en  tin t w o t ld  o v e r
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Chovron ia v « !  2  w oys
U’a the only regular with Detergent-Action to 
(1) increaiM̂ 'gna mileage and (2) qnd carburetor 
depooUa —biggest cause of engine repair.
Got Chevron Ijlegular a t the red puiup^
It’s a new grade of gasoline designed not only 
to release full pow^r froin t;oday's supier cars 
but balanced to supply all the other qualities 
a car needs for every kind of driving:
bluB avIaHon anti-knock fluid , : . to vaporize harmful engine dopoelte Usat cauao “ping” 
high octane aircraft fuel elem ents . . .  to eatiaiy the critical •otano need! of today's earn 
Detergent-Action C om p ou nd ...!^  clean the carburetor a !y o u  drive; incronao mllcago
AT THE S I GN OF T H E  CHEVRON
we take better care of your car









For Budget Security 
Shop United Purity iES
Prices Effective 
Friday, Saturday and Monday, 



















Heinz, Tomato Sauce, 
15 oz. tin .  .  .  .  .







M alkin's, Sweetened 
48  oz. tin .  .  .  .  .  .  .  -
Grapefruit Malkin's48 oz. tin .  .  .
Q u ality  M eats
A
Serve, Maple Leaf,cryovac .  .  .  .  .  .  - .  -
WEINERS 40, BOLOGNA
Mnnlc i Mf. 1 Ih. cclln ......^  Mflnlc lA'af, sUccd or pi(aple Leaf, 1 lb. cello
SAUSAGE
Skinless, Maple Leaf, 1 lb. pkg.
Maple lA*af, sliced or p iece......... ........... lb.
GARLIC RINGS
Maple L ea f.......... .................... .................. lb.
\
Golden Ripe 2 47c
Sunkist Cello, 4  lb. beg . -  -  .  -  -  - -  -  6 9 g 
ASPARAGUS Local, fresh green .  .  .  .  2 \h s , 
CABBAGE California, firm green heads .  -  -  .  2 'bs 23  c
________________ CalifiShafter -  -  3 lb s . 35 c
CELERY Melko Mac, cello wrapped .  .  « .  .. .. .  lb.
FREE D E L IV E R Y -is  as near as your phone from  UNITED PURITY STORES
i T l R
HALL BROTHERS LTD.
Okanagan Mission
BOB'S DELUXE MEATS 
AND GROCERIES
2902 Pendozi SI. —  Phono 2763
HARDIE'S GENERAL STORE








EASr la .L O W N \ —  PHONE 6964
I 11
PEH M A N  BROS.
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The Packers Were Champs 
The Macs Rotten Apples
By GEORGE INGLIS 
 ̂ (Coarier Soorts EdiUr)
Last night the Packers, praised be their names, upheld 
jjicm sclves like true sportsmen and gentlemen, and walloped 
the pants off a bunch of poor-mouthed delinquents playing the 
game in the name of sport.
Referee Bill Roberts of Montreal made a king-sized boob 
jOf himself, no doubt feeling he was doing the right tWng. In 
tlie first frame of the game, he handed young Harry Smith a 
match penalty for slashing Barton Bradley across the legs with 
bis stick, then went on to ignore three brutal and premeditated 
attacks on the Packers by the stick-wielding, rule-flaunting
■"Macs. _ . . .L •
Forgetting about reprisals, the Packers rode out their un­
happy connections with the brutal easterners and waxed them 
6-0, the same score that Belleville beat Levis by.
Young Smitty’s action in striking Barton Bradley across 
the legs with his stick was undoubtedly an act of reprisal. The 
. pint-sized centre was riding along beside Smith and elbowing 
him repeatedly, but Smith's slash was probably somewhat 
motivated by the brutal attack playing-coach Ike Hildebrand 
had made on Pat Coburn earlier. '
At the 5:52 mark, Hildebrand made a L5-foot charge at 
Coburn, a player who is known to be out there with a dislo- 
cated shoulder, still in the process of healing. The charge,
; made while the play was down the ice, could be for no reason 
other than injuring Coburn, and drew a minor and a 10-minute 
; misconduct. The ^incident no doubt had an effect on Smith 
and his subsequent actions.
But how referee Roberts felt later on, after he had per- 
. mitted Hildebrand’s brutal attack to go comparatively unpun­
ished and smacked Smitty with such an unprecedented penalty,
• w-ill never be known.
When Moe Benoit travelled from three-quarters of the 
way down the ice with blood in his eye, following a clean but 
rugged bodycheck by Jim Moro, and ground the young hustler 
into the boards, cutting him on the face, Roberts handed him a 
minor penalty.
When Minnie Menard, a mean bit of work at the best of 
times, turned around and slashed Orv Lavell brutally over the 
head, causing a six-stitch gash, Roberts handed him a five-
minute major. . .  „  „ •„
Even a myopic infant could have seen that this Belleville 
club lacked the hockey ability of the Packers and were trying 
to make up for it with brutality and flagrant violations of the 
rules of sportsmanship and fair play. y
But poor o r Roberts has made himself^ a part of history, 
an Allan Cup martyr, and the Macs have tarnished the reputa 
tion of their hockey club beyond reclaim.
They were somewhat less than virtuous.
CUP NOT THAT VALUABLE
Even such an unversed character as the Sun sports writer 
who raved about the Belleville money that was floating around 
untaken should realize that he was courting a tired old lady 
with tarnished virtue.
No hockey player with a background of professional play, 
such as the Macs boast of in great quantities, will act as 
they did last night unless they are way round the bend, or 
sadly lacking in condition.
Considering the fact that the Macs were out-played, out 
checked, out-skated, and out-shot 45-17, the fact that they were 
only out-scored 6-0 was no indication of the play. Co-incident- 
ally enough, the score was the same one that was heralded as 
‘awesome” when the Macs racked it up against Levis.
But no hockey fan, be he a big wheel from Belleville or a 
caroller from Kelowna, tould by any strefeh of his imagination 
find anything admirable in the way the Macs conducted them­
selves last night.
; They were their own best indictment against the eastern 
sports writers who acclaimed them as champions.
. . : . AND STILL SPORTSMEN
[ On Monday night when the Macs got lucky and dragged
■ in three fluke goals and one fine marker, the Packers continued 
! to play the game with the same clean attitude toward the game 
; that has made them champions this year, and hockey players 
" every year.
: Last night when the Macs got one goal down, they showed
■ themselves to be psycopathically inclined towards taking the 
^ Allan Cup home with them, ho matter what the cost in blood 
. or virtue.
They managed to get a small piece of the Packers last 
night, also, when big Andy McCallum suffered a broken cheek 
bone from a butt-end by Keith MacDonald, but it didn’t affect 
the sum total any.
To the Packers’ credit, they arc not a bunch of lilies, but 
they continued to play the , game last night, in spite of the 
flagrantly unbalanced administration of the game by referee 
Roberts and the continued chippy and brutal hockey tactics 
displayed by the Belleville cUib.
Had the Packers wished to engage in a melee, they could 
probably have wiped up the ice with the smaller club from 
Ontario, but they chose to play hockey. Such a decision in a 
series that is emblematic of the pinnacle in senior "A” hockey 
can only be termed commendable.






Beats Sox Off 
Kid Sister
Any doubt that Orchard City tans ntay have had about u r ,_ c h „ c k  ComL.
the ability of their Packers was wiped out last night in a burst
of western frenzy and eastern infamy. iaiicngo White Sox stock.
The Packers rolled their way to a 6-0 shutout over thej Judge Robert J. Dunne of Pro-
Bellcvillc McFarland’s, and in the process,, showed the club uplb.'vtc Court Wednesdny ruled that 
. , , a.. • a • V -j 1- . -.u I ,u J  the Sox vice-president be granted'or a bunch of disorganized individualists, with lcss-than-| . . . . .
admirable tendencies. ’ I
The western champions continued to play hockey in spite 
of a chain of peevish events that had no place in a final for the 
crown of senior “A” hockey.
Referee Bill Roberts of Montreal pulled a king-sized boob 
when he issued a match penalty to Harry Smith for slashing 
Barton Bradley across the legs, and overlooked three flagrant 
attempts to maim on the part of the tired and out-played Macs.
The penalty means that Smith will have to sit out until hLs case 
is ruled on by the CAHA.
Irrespective of the monkey business, the Packers com­
pletely out-played, out-checked, out-shot and oyt-scorcd the 
:astcrn Canadian champions, handing goalie Davie Gatherum 
1-record for Allan Cup play-off hockey of five shut-outs, and 
lying up the scries at 1-1.
the 1.041 shares of stock left him 
by his mother. Mrs. Grace Com­
iskey.
Tim ruling in effect blocked his 
sister, Mrs. Dorothy Comiskey 
Rlgney, from taking control of 
the board of four directors. With 
49 per cent of the stock, Chuck 
can put two members of his 
choice on the board and stale­
mate his sister, who will have a 
similar number.
Attorney B.'utlctt Marlmon, 
representing Mrs. Riguey. said 
the ruling will be appealed.
The mother left Mrs. Rigney 
an extra 500 shares, giving her 
51 i>cr cent and control of tha 
corporation.
MACS MAKE GOOD APPLE SAUCE
“ How do you like these 
apples?” There was reason for 
jubilation in the Packers’ 
dressing-room last night, after 
the Western Champions had 
waxed the eastern champion 
Belleville McFarlands, 6-0, set­
ting a few precedents, and es­
tablishing themselves as a 
sportsmanlike club in the face 
of adversity. Moe Young, left, 
the blocky tower of strength 
on the port side of the No. 2 
line grins happily, while Dave
Gatherum grins his “ shut-out 
grin” for the fifth time in 
Allan Cup play this year. Orv 
Lavell, the stitches still throb­
bing in his lacerated scalp, 




By E. L. FETCH
IS THIS A MACS INVENTION?
STOCK CAR CLUB FUTURE 
HANGS IN BALANCE THURSDAY
A special meeting of the Kelowna Stock Car Club 
will be held on Thursday, April 24, at 7:30 p.m. at 1473 
Water St. (alley entrance), Kelowna, B.C,
Please make every effort to attend this meeting, as a 
decision will be maiic on the question of the club continu-, 
ing, or if the club should disband, through lack of interest. 
If the decision is made to disband, then it must be de­
cided what to do With any monies or assets on hand.
All past and present members arc asked to attend so 
that a thorough discussion can be held on this matter be­
fore a decision is arrived at,
A film on the 1955 Indianapolis auto race will be 
shown. Please make every effort to attend this special 
meeting.
1,000-word efforts bearing the 
names of back-home boosters 
Hockey players weren’t  the only 
recipients. Friends and business 
acquaintances on both sides of the 
Rockies were exchanging boosts 
and blows with equal enthusiasm,
, “BETTER HOCKEY PLAY­
ERS. BETTER LIBERALS AND 
BE'TTER APPLES STILL COME 
PROM THE BAY OF QUINTE 
AREA” . . .  one wire received 
here declared.
The best of seven series is tledj 
1-1 in games, Belleville having| 
won the opener 4-1 last Monday. I 
Belleville collected 12 minors, a| 
major and a misconduct. The 
misconduct went to playing coach 
Ike Hildebrand, and the major to 
Minnie Menard. The Packers lost 
the services of Harry Smith 
through a game misconduct after 
he slashed Bart Bradley in the 
first period. Otherwise they were 
assessed only two minors.
The Packers got back to the 
form which won them the Okana­
gan Senior championship and 
swept them past Rossland, B.C. 
and Winnipeg Warriors. They 
opened the scoring while Hilde­
brand was off in the first period, 
and notched five goals in the 
third stanza, four coming while 
Belleville had at least one man 
in the penalty box.
Third game of the series will 
be played Friday in Kamloops, 
about 75 miles north of here.
BELL STOPS 39
Little Dave Gatherum, Who 
played briefly with Detroit in the 
National Hockey League a few 
seasons back, received stout pro­
tection from the Kelowna defence 
and had to block only 15 shots. 
Gordie Bell of Belleville stopped 
39 shots.
Moe Young, who scored Kel­
owna’s lone goal in the Monday 
game, led the third-period offen­
sive with two goals—̂ his second 
with less than half a rniaute re­
maining. Veteran centre-George 
Agar, picked up from Vernon Ca 
nadians for the playoffs, Mike 
Durban and Jim Moro counted 
one each. Bugs Jones scored the 
^ s t  period gpuj. ^
When defenceman’ Smith, left 
the game Bobby Dawes was 
moved from centre to the blue­
line by P a c k e r  coach Jack 
O’Reilly. Withdrawal of Dawes, 
former Toronto, Montreal and 
Chicago NHL performer, from 
the Kelowna forward line failed 
to curb the Packers’ attack.
, Although held scoreless in the 
second, they swarmed around 
Bell and only his smart play kept 
the score down. Thie Belleville de­
fence gave him little support.
SUMMARY
First period: 1. Kelowna, Jopes 
(Durban, Young) 7:49. Penalties: 
Durban 1:16, Menard 3:24, Hilde­
brand (minor and misconduct) 
5:52, McDonald 8:33, Smith 
(major and match misconduct) 
11:36, Bradley 11:36, Botley 12:08 
Kowalchuk 17:56.
Second period: No scoring. Pen­
alties: McCallum 6:04, Kowal 
chuk 14:15, Benoit 18:15,
Third period: 2. Kelowna, Dur­
ban 0:22; Kelowna, A g a r  
(Roche, Lavell) 11:33; 4. Kel­
owna, Young (Jones, Dawes) 
14:02; 5. Kelowna, Moro (Swar- 
bric;k) 17:32; 6. Kelowna, Young 
(Roche, Jones) 19:31. Penalties 
Lavaell 0:38, Guldolin 2:06, Pay­
ette 11:16, Kowalchuk 13:33 
Benoit 13; 43, Menard, major 
17:20.
PREFERREDI  L  t h t K K tLombardis c l o t h e s
These are a few points 
th a t distinguish a 
Lombardi's from the 
ordinary suit.
Canvas made from the finest Irish Linen and genuine 
Lapthair.
Suits made from the best British Woollens. 







(Continued From Pngc 1) 
venlctl nothing but .silence (could 
it have been shock?).
A newspaperman asked for 
Hildebrand . . . the rejily was
On the basis of play, aside from the other unpleasant 
aspects of the contest, the Packers showed the Macs that they 
weren’t even in the same league. On Monday night, the 
Packers had a T 5-man off-night, and the Macs probably figured 
that they had .seen the western ?hamps in action.
Last night, the Packers showed an ability which made 
the Macs look tawdry by comparison. -They out-played the 
Macs,, they out-shot them, out-scor<:d them, and gave them 
one of the severest trimmings a ejub has taken in Allan Cup 
play, making the eastern chumps look like chuiiips.
Even the Macs’ bocisters would have been hard-pressed deep silence . . . he asked again 
to find anything less than admirable In the Packers’ actions. ' ■ ' ■ oay e
They pointed up conclusively the facts of the eonjcciurc rc-
{[arding the relative abilities of efastern and western hockey cagucs, . -  ̂ - ''y
' The best of the cast Idpkcd like an indifferent intermedi- 
ate club last night, and their sports writers must have found 
• it hard to vindicate their actions, as purportedly those of 
champions.
However, they were up against a bunch of champions, 
and by cpmparison they looked pale.
Bets were tresdod by the .staff 
of a local bank with Bellqville 
counterparts. Their mos.sagos 
wired across the country were in 
a complex code. . ,
Kelowna merchants, anxious to 
exude warm hospitality between 
if;y hostilities displayed both “Wel­
come Belleville Mac” and “ Roll, 
Pncker.s, Roll” poster.s - in their 
windows. On conspicuous sign 
rends "We Like Ike . . , But We 
Follow Jack” . another plac­
ard down the street is n little 
more equivocal: "We B a c k
Jack," it .says In bold letters . . . 
"AND Wo Like Ike.”
WEDNESDAY'S FIGHTS
. . .  and enjoy a beer 
with a special quality 
a l l  I ts  ow n. T ry  
6  SELECT, tpday, 
and see.
for FREE Delivery 
phone
M-U
By THE ASSOCIATED FRESS 
Syracuse, N.Y. — Nino Valdes 
206V4, Havana,./outpointed Mike 
DoJohn, 204, Syracuse, 10.
GlasKow, Scotland—Guy Gracia 
France, stopped Willie Towcol, 
South Africa, 7. (Lightweights)
League , . , ho was a linesman 
. . . and Incldentnlly, there arc 
better referees nvnilnble to tlic 
Canadian Amateur Hockey As­
sociation if they want them ■. . . 
right now the NHL rofcrocs are 
all finished for the season and
CAHA could get • v •  ̂ from hospital gave team spirit
chnngtf” **̂ blKKcst boost.
Denyes
Many ob.servers felt Mike Dur­
ban's return to the Packer llne-
THE LAST STRAW
\-
sloo.sh of shower water (most ap­
propriate' greeted his query.
“ Any comments?" he asked.
Silence. \
"Just wanted get your re­
actions,’! he told one Mac incrn- 
ber, ' ■ \
“Thanks," was all the ic|)ortcr 
lieavd.
MANAGER’S AFRALSAI.
This morning, however, the 
nellevlUc team manager was not 
so silent . . . in fact, ho was very 
fair in his appraisal . , , and 
very calm.
Drury Donyes, in an Interview 
said;,
"If our iHiys would .stick more 
to playing good hockey, e,special
tojd Tlic Courier that 
left wing Keith McDonald went 
to Kelowna General Hospital thlsj 
morning for an X-ray of his 
wrist. He said thci;e was no con­
firmation ns yet (at press llino) 
ns to the extent of the Injury.
McDonald was the Mac player 
who collldwl with Andy McCal­
lum, breaking McCallum’s check 
lK)ne with the hutt-end of his 
stick.
I An epbodo lypical of fheir sporismahtike uttiiudc was 
i)C action by Menard when he stepped frotuThc penally box at 
the end of tlic game. \
A cnihlon, hurled to the icc by some exuberant fan, lay iv the brand they showed against 
under liia feet, utid the bad boy of the east placed a skate on It, Kitchener Dutehmen, they'd
and carcfully iliccd it open with the other. I  liis is sportsmanlike? ‘.............
Whntcvcif the outtximc of this scries, nothing could even re­
move the blot on the escutcheon of the eastern section of this 
country. Indelibly iniplantctl there by their emissaries in the 
game of Ice luKkey. ; , >
Macs? They proved to be a bunch of culls*
have it gootl chance of faking the 
.series iind the Allan Cup.
SCANNING
iContlnucsi from Pago 1), 
captioned "See N p  Evil, Speak
No Evil, Hear No kvil"; and 
"nu- Refs".
Telegraph ',viie:i belw<;en jilollc- 
ville and Kelowna liavu been hum- 
As far ns offlclntlng l.s con-|nimg (.tendlly since the Mnc.n 
cerned, the refereeing leaves n| arrived here ln.4( Saturday. The 
lot to ixv deslretl . . Referee two telegr.qih olliei^s reportt-d
UpbertK, eontrary to wlint conie n'ore than liKlIvidiial nn‘s 
ptstple here llilnk, was not a re-'ragtis l>avi: been received from 
Icrce lb the • National Hockey UicU(>viHe and envlVons, plus IhrCe
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031 HARVEY AVE. Fit. 4639
2224
SICK S* C A P IL A N O  B R E W E R Y  LIMITED
This advertiaement is not published or displayed by the Liquor 
Control Board or by the Government of Britisit Columbia.
3-T NYLON DELUXE
S U P E R -C U S H IO N
by
,4 .7 0 x 1 5  /
with frods-ln
All Nylon is not allkol Only Goodyear 
Nylon Is 3-T NYIX)N--spcclally tempered 
(like steel Is ((rmpered) for greatest resiliency 
and strcngtii. You get more blowputamd 
puncture protection than ever bcf()rc.
Sec us for NYLON safely at low, low 
prices.
K E L O W N A
M O T O R S  L T D .
1 6 3 0  WATER STRICT -  PHONE: 3 0 3 3  
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BUGS HAS RUBBER TROUBLE
A lot of fast and furious action 
marked the second Allan Cup 
final game, played last night 
in Kelowna before more than 
2,700 people, with the Packers
waxing the Belleville Macs 6-0. 
Above, defenceman Lionel Bot-> 
ley, centre, seems to have his 
stick firmly planted in one of 
the holes in Bugs Jones head.
while the agile pivot, left, tries 
to collect the elusive rubber 
between his legs. Goalie Gor- 1 don Bell, the man who held the 
club together last night while
his rival In the Packers nets, 
Dave Gatherum, was collect­
ing a shutout, watches the pro­
ceedings carefully.
(Courier photo by.Gorby)
Tiger's  F ire -B a ll H u rle r  
M akes M on
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS ,home run to Hec Lopez In the 
Fire-balling Paul Foytack and'ninth. Billy Martin had a double 
Detroit Tigers are making liars and two singles in the Tigers 13- 
cut of those exhibition game sta 
ttstics in the American League 
race.
The Tigers tip-toed back from 
the southland with a 7-19 won 
lost record, the worst ih either 
league for the grapefruit games
hit spree although he played only 
innings.
The Senators stopped the Yan­
kees on a run-scoring single by 
Jim Lemon, who was 3-for-4 and 
knocked in their first two runs in 
the third with a triple off Johnny
in three* previous relief jobs, was 
the loser. R eefer Bud Buerly 
won his secon(l by pitching a hit-
Cubs
and” "Foytack’lo W d  bad with a Kucks. Ryne Duren. unscored on 
14.06 earned run average.
But now the Tigers are in sec­
ond place in the early standings, 
just a game back of New York 
Yankees. And it was Foytack who 
put them there Wednesday night, 
gaining his second victory and 
second six - hit complete game 
with an 8-2 decision over Kansas 
City Athletics. The win gave him 
a neat 1.00-ERA... --v-nr*.--
Washington’s surprising Sena­
tors stopped the Yankees’ win­
ning streak at six. coming from 
behind for a 10-inning 5-4 victory.
Cleveland Indians added to Chi­
cago’s woes as Herb Score ended scored
the doubts about his comeback 
by blanking the White Sox 2-0 on 
just three singles. Boston ended
less 10th after Gil. McDouga'ld’s
two-out error had given the Nats 
the tying run'in the ninth. Wash­
ington had 11 hits, one Norm 
Zauchin’s solo home run. The 
Yankees had 10 hits, but left 12 
men on base as Mickey Mantle 
and Yogi Berra were blanked.
Score struck out 13, for a total 
of 27 in his 21 innings, while out- 
dueling Billy Pierce and match­
ing his last shutout a year ago 
to the day—when he beat Pierce
■sties
5-0, Pierce allowed seven hits.
three by Rocky Colavito and one 
Bobby Avila’s home run.
Pete Runnels, 3-for-3, singled 
home the clincher for Boston in 
the sixth and added a cushion run 
in the e i g h t h .  Ted Williams, 
Jackie Jensen and Frank Mal- 
zone each drove in a run in the 
fifth to crack a 2-2 tie. Chuck 
Beamon took the loss for Balti­
more while Tom Brewer won his 
first.
Notions
TORONTO (CPl — Bast-West 
football rivalry will be renewed 
here May 3 when a British Colum­
bia all-star team meets the pick 
of Eastern Canada In English rug­
ger.
'The west coast squad leaves 
Vancouver next week. The East- 
West contest in suburban East 
York Stadium will be the first 
of four games for the B.C. tour­
ists and the first East-West rug­
ger match to be played in Can­
ada.
Two Western Interprovincial 
Football Union players will be in 
the B.C. lineup. They are Ted 
Hunt, 24-ycar-old standoff half 
from Vancouver, who last year 
was named rookie of the year 
with his fullback play for B.C. 
Lions, and wing forward Greg 
Bjarnason of the Calgary Stam- 
peders.
The B.C. all-stars play Ontario 
in Toronto May 6, Quebec in Mon­
treal May 10 and Princeton Uni­
versity in Princeton, N.J., May 
12.
The B.C. team is almost ident­
ical to the one which upset the 
touring Australian Wallabies 11-8 
a month ago. The Aussies won 
the second match 17-14.
West lineup for the May 3 Sat­
urday afternoon game: fullback: 
Neal Henderson: .wingers: Russ 
Henschel, George Puil; centres: 
George S a i n a s, Ray Calton; 
standoff: Ted Hunt; scrum-half: 
Norm Blake; prop • forwards: 
Pete Grantham, Buss Moore 
(Capt.); hooker: Tom Christie; 
wing forwards: Jack Whitty.
Greg Bjarnason: lock forward: 
David Bruce-Thomas.
Other members of the touring 
team are Brian Harrison, Danny 
Oliver, Peter Clark and Peter von 
Harten. Bob Srpay, president of 
the B.C. Rugger Union and coach 
Ken Banks will be along.
Clark and Calton are from Vic­
toria. The remainder of the team 
are from Vancouver.
■The East all-stars will be seleC: 
ted fdllowing Saturday's fnterpro- 
vincial match between Ontario 
and Quebec in Montreal.
VANCOUVER (CP)—Art Chap-fgoal that beat us. Some of the
man, coach of Vancouver ‘ C a n - ®  ". side I
ucks, was willing to concede a reference was apparently;
little cither way Wednesday night 1 to Elliott Chorley’.s goal for the'
after his team staged a third-per-!Canucks in the second period
iod rally to win the first game pericxl while the Stamvieders
• .u T were shorthanded. Chorlcy s shotof the Western Hockey league ^
final.  ̂ jjin Dobbyn. came from the vi-'
Vancouver was a “ litfle slow cinity of the blue line, 
starting” on the road to its 4-21 The Stampeders had taken a 
victory ow r Calgary Stampeders, 2-0 fir.st-poriod lead and Chorley 
in the oiiener of the best-of-sevenl started the ball rolling on four 
scries. Chapman said in the Can-1 unanswered Vancouver tallies, 
ucks dressing-room. | Jackie McLeod scored two of
“We haven’t played for a week j them and Brent MacNab got the 
and we were not as sharp as we other. For Calgary, the goals
will be.” he added, warming up. 
Then he hedged a bit; "But then, 
maybe the train' ride didn’t help 
the Stamps either.”
DISPUTES GOAL
Calgary coach Gvis Kyle, across 
the Forum in the Stampeder dres­
sing - room, was also thinking 
about the train ride. 'The visitors 
arrived here early Wednesday.
"Our boys were just a little 
tired from the train ride,” Kylie 
said. "It was that first off-side
LEAGUE LEADERS
Rv THF ASSOCIATED PRESS I Chuck Tanner started it. slicing! Ron Blackburn w ^  the io^cr. 
The c t a S l c  Chkago home ron over the Coliseum s nookle Ortando Cepeda S-fort
g iS V S p  ™n» a lm o s ra f  last a^lsttained seteen, and Daryl Spencer, l-tor-S, had a
’em, still lead thel Thatthey a . uu ioctu saved a half-game lead
National League today, thanks to j for the Cubs over Cincinnati after 
Bobby Thomson. the Redlegs had beaten^  ̂ Mil-
......... .........„ - " It was Thomson who capped a'waukee and Lew Budette J-O^on
its losing streak at five with a come-from-behind ninth with a|Bob Purkey’s six-hitter. Philadel- 
7 - 5  victory over Baltimore. Itwo-run double that beat Los phia rapped Pittsburgh 8-1. and
b r e e z e s  TO WIN j Angeles Dodgers 7-6 Wednesday San Francisco, scoring six in the
Righthander Foytack breezed]night. ' ■  ̂ ,
after two walks, a sacrifice and Four of the Dodger runs were 
four singles handed him a 4 - 0  unearnef but the Cubs shrugged 
lead in the third against ex-Tiger it off with three in the ninth off 
Duke Maas. Foytack gave up a I loser Clem Labine. Pinch-hitter
defeated St.
A Jockey For 28 Years, 
He Learns Why They Run
By JACK SULLIVAN 
Canadian Press Staff Writer
Every morning at 7:30 a jockey 
In outlandish civilian clothes ap­
pears for work at the Fort Eric 
race track, a betlor.s’ playground 
in Southwestern Ontario near the 
American border. He’s been part 
of the track scene for 28 of his 48 
years and now he’s learning why 
horses run—from an office desk.
"Sure. I’ve rriadc maybe $300, 
000, but I went first class and 
it’s gone." He never had a drink 
and never bet a horse. Ho spent 
his money on night clubs, clothes, 
cars. He bought a couple of homes 
but "everything seemed to go 
\vhen my first wife divorced me," 
Name a big stakes race and 
Lindborg has been a part' of it.
He had mounts in the Kentucky 
Derby in 1943 and 1945 and was
last two innings,
Louis 8-7.
Thomson, who doubled off the 
screen and scored in the first 
after Lee Walls’ homer, also sin­
gled and scored in a two-run 
fourth off Dodger veteran Carl 
Erskinc. Seventh r inning home 
runs by Pcewee Reese and Gil 
Hodges were the Dodgers’ only 
legit runs among five off young 
Dick Drott. Don Elston won in 
relief.
The Rcdlogs had only five hits 
off Burdette and reliever Gene 
Conley. But they clumped Pur- 
key’s double, an infield single, an 
infield out and Frank Robinson’s 
single for the runs in the sixth.
Jack Sanford threw a seven- 
hitter and singled home two Phil­
adelphia runs. Rip Repulski hit 
the Phils’ first 1958 home run, 
with a man on. Pittsburgh rookie
hand in just about all of the 
Giant scoring. Spencer rammed 
a two-out, two-run homer that 
capped a four-run ninth triggered 
by Cepeda’s two - run triple. 
Rookie Phil Clark was the loser, 
facing just two men—Cepeda and 
Spencer, Marv Grissom won in 
relief.
...... . .------ , uero ni aj'w uhv. ..
Herbie Lindberg has k n o w n m o n e y  both times. He 
only one thing about the , finished foiirth-^"by three dirty
during his well-paid 1930-57 career noses" — in the $100,000
as a jock.ey; Climb aboard^ /^nita handicap in 1947. All
“ told, he has been In four $50,000Uoefi ami head it home over the
ihortcst possible route in the fast 
f.st iKissible time.
He did well in his day, too, 
averaging mure than $10,(KM) a 
year around tracks in Canada, 
the United States and Cuba and 
the switch from jockey to clerk— 
'*ju.sL call me an office boy," he
handicaps.
He rode the filly Sally Fuller 
to victory in the 1935 Queen's 
Plate. “ She broke her maiden 
that race and never won again," 
he rccnll.s.
One of his fonde.st memories 
goes back to a day In 1942 atV. .1 1  Miv ...........goes uaen , n uhj' m •••
tays—came in bit hard, but hes|neim ont when he piloted Bollng- 
far from bitter. Now, with Uttlcn,^nj^p jq „ world record of 2:27.3 
more than momories. he’s one o f ] t h e  Ua. miles in the $10,000 
;hc Inindreds of behind-the-scenesjj^,j„nhattan Handicap and beat
racetrack workers. .j^p famed Whirlnwny In the bar-
BORN IN SWEDEN gain, That afternoon he won two
Tlio slow of SwHlen - W n'other $10,000 handicaps to |>e- 
Ucrblo’s life is ntuch the same]come what he claims to bo the 
»s many jockeys or, fur that mat-jonly rider to win three stakes in 
ler. atiiletes who have reachedione day,"
;he top to the applause of fans | RODE 10,000 HORSES
and He was aboard Stymie for a 
.second-place finish In 1947, just a
Spokane Trims 
Mounties Again
By THE CANADIAN PRESS
Vancouver Mounties dropped 
their .second successive game to 
Spokane I n d i a n s  Wednc.sdny 
night when the Indians pounced 
on three Mpuntic pitchers for a 
6-2 victory. ;
Sacramento Solons, wlnless un­
til Wednesday night, batted their 
way through five Phoenix pitch­
ers to whip the Glapts 13-6.
At Seattle, Salt Lake City Bees 
.shut out the Rainiers 4-0 behind 
Olaf Nelson’s six-hitter. It was 
the second whitewash in two 
nlfjlits for the Bees who won 1-0 
Tuesday over the Rhlniers.
Elmer Singleton, 37-yenr - old 
righthander, hurled P o r 11 n n d 
Hoavers to n 1-0 win over San 
Diego Padres for the third vic­
tory without a loss for the Benv
Venturi Touted 
In Los Vegas 
Golf Tourney
LAS VEGAS, Nov. (AP) — Se-' 
lect was the word today for the 
22 golfers who sot forth in the 
sixth annual $40,000 Tournament 
of Champions. ,
Playing the perfectly - groomed 
De.scrt Inn Country Club’s 7,048- 
yard course, an expanse of green 
dotting the desert, the first two­
some was to toe off at 2 p.m. 
MST. ,
Young Ken Venturi of San Fran­
cisco is the betting favorite m 
this resort where betting is legal.
Venturi is listed at .5-1. At 8-1 
were Gene Littlcr. Billy Casper, 
Doug Ford and the recent Mast­
ers winner, Arnold Palmer, 
National Open champion Dick 
Mayer i.s no bettor than 15-1.
The ever popular Jimmy Dom- 
nrot is 10-1, with Roberto de Vic- 
enzo, Billy Maxwell, Tommy Boll 
Vancouver’s Stan l,eonard and 
National PGA chamiiion Lionel 
Hebert 12-1. '
Leonard's only big win In 
medal play on the pro circuit was 
In' the 1957 Greensboro Open. He 
has won the Canadian PGA title 
;evcral times,
To qualify for his tournament, 
a player must win in the preced­
ing year a PGA-K’anctioncd 72- 
hole open tournament.
LIHLE LEAGUE MEET 
SLATED FOR TONIGHT
Amid all the flurry of Allan 
Cup hockey play, the Little 
League are staging another ad­
ministrative meeting tonight 
in the Memorial Arena, at 8 
o’clock.
All men interested in helping 
the youngsters in any capacity 
will be welcomed at this meet­
ing.
The league has the registra­
tions practically completed, 
and plans to start their sche­
dule as soon as possible.
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
National League
(including all games of April 23)
AB R H Pet. 
Muslal. St. Louis 30 9 14 .467
Banks, Chicago 27 8 12 .444
Vlrdon, Pittsbugh 30 2 13 .433 
Davenport, Francisco 35 8 15 .429 
Mays, Francisco 36 6 15 .417 
Runs Musial, 9.
Runs batted in—Spencer, San 
Francisco, 10.
j Hits—Davenport and Mays, 15.I  Doubles—Hoak, Cincinnati, 6.
Triples—Goryl, Chicago, Reese, 
Los Angeles and Blasingame, St 
Louis, 2.
Home runs—Mathews, Milwau 
kee and Musial, 4.
Stolen bases — Robinson, Cin­
cinnati and Ashburn, Philadel­
phia, 2.
Pitching — Purkey, Cincinnati. 
Podres, Los Angeles, Buhl, Mil­
waukee andTjGomez, San Fran 
cisco, 2-0, 1.000.
Strikeouts — Podres, Los An­
geles, 15.
American League
AB R HPet 
Robinson, Balt. 24 5 12 .500
Kuenn, Detroit 37 7 17 .459
Colavito, Clevelnd 22 4 10 .455
Runnels, Boston 35 4 15 .429
McDougald, N Y. 34 8 14 .412
Runs—Cerv. Kansas City, 9. 




Triples—11 tied with one.
Home runs—Jensen, Boston and] 
Cerv, 4.
Stolen bases—Piersall, Boston, 
3.
Pitching — ■ Harshman, Balti­
more, Foytack, Detroit, Garver, 
Kansas City, Larsen. New York! 
and Byerly, Washington, 2-0, | 
1.000.
Strikeouts—Score, Cleveland 27.
came from Murray Wilkie and 
Fred Hucul.
The second g.amc of the series 
will be played here Friday 
night.
RINK-LENGTH CHARGE
Former NHL goalie A1 Rollins 
was kept busy in the Calgary net 
stopping 24 shots. Marcel Pelle­
tier handled 19 at the other end of 
the rink.
Wilkie got things moving at 
3:12 of .the first period, shooting 
a loose puck past Pelletier. Huc- 
ul’s blue-line shot in the same 
line made it 2-0. Chorlcy’s goal 
period frona just inside the blue 
at 10:26 of the second was fol­
lowed by McLeod’s first, on a 
pass from Red Johansen from six 
feet out after a rink - length 
charge by the two.
Phil Maloney, leading Van 
couver point-getter in preliminary 
playoffs, got an assist on Mac- 
Nab’s goal at 13:26 of the third 
frame. He grabbed the puck and 
turned it over to MacNab who 
cleared it past Rollins.
McLeod’s second goal was so 
much icing on the cake. He took 
the puck from Hucul and beat 








Whether your hearing loss is 
in one ear, or h<iiA—ihc smart 
new Zenith Eyeglass Hearing 
Aid meeis your need. For the 
e.stra richness and realism of 
“Binaural’’ or “Both Ear" 
hearing, simply \sear one unit 
at each side! Sounds are 
round and full, the hard-of- 
hearing can better judge their 
distance and direction.
Come in...or phone for a 
free home demonstration of 
the handsome new Zenith 
Exfciiihe for men, the gla­
morous new Vogue for wom­
en, or any of the eight other 
4- and S-transistor Zenith 
quality Hearing Aids.
Try them on Zenith's 
famous 10-Day Money-Back 
Guarantee of Satisfaction. 




1453 ELLIS ST. PHONE 2987
Itnsii, Irimi lionlt. and itliltd (re- 
l•Ki(lnl| tnivicil in conntclion with ' 
Zenith (yt|liii lliiiini Aids an atiil- ' 





NEW HAVEN, Conn. (AP) 
Pancho Gaonzales defeated Lew' 
Hoad of Australia 20-18, 6-4 Wed­
nesday night. Gonzales now leads 
in the cross-country tennis duel 
with Hoad 35 to 29.
By THE CANADIAN PRESS 
AMERICAN LEAGUE
W L Pet. GBL 
New York 7 2 .778
Detroit 6 3 .667
Kansas City 5 3 .625
Washington 4 3 . 571
Cleveland 4 5 .444
Baltimore 3 4 .429





Specializing in Auditory training 
will be available for consultation on 
all hearing problems. Make your 
appointment now!





1487 WATER STREET KELOWNA, B.C.
(ABOVE CNR TELEGRAPH OFFICE)
Clinic Hours 9 - 5:30 Evenings 6:30 - 8 p.m.
TELEPHONE 4642 
Make your appointment NOW
.222
NATIONAL LEAGUE
Chicago 5 2 .714 —
Cincinnati • 4 2 .667
San Francisco , 5 3 .625 >/2
Milwaukee 4 3 ..571 1
Philadelphia 3 3 ,500 Ui
Los Angeles 3 5 .375
Pittsburgh 2 5 .286 3
St. Louis 2 5 .286 3
} ■> f'l '■
n  )'
'' * 
"A t' ' . ! ‘ i
year before the one-time' world’s far ii\\ the sen.*(on,
greatc.sl money - winning hqr.sci Tlie teams repeat tonight in the
the big paydays an<l then 
tumbled front the easy - cqipe- 
Mt,sy-go days lath obscurity. And
Almost broke, r........... -v. .. | mi> u-nin!
Tlio Baiidy-liaired little guy who [With S!K)9,83.5 in purse.s, wn.s rc-jf„j|,. 
wcar.s bold striped sult.s, vlrilenl, tired from racing, ,
vellow and green clip - on Intwl During his career, Lindberg E A C T  D E I  I E E  E f f l l l  
lies, multi - colored shirts and I hail 10,042 mmint.s, 1,242 victories,! '  m
«hlny tK'inted ,slioes, is .singiiliul.v, 1,111 seconds, 1,175 thlrd.s and 6,- 
tnppy- wouldn’t elmnftf mi.v- ,514 mi|>laee(|. His mounts earned
M o t h e r s ’ r e l y  o n  i t , . .
B a b i e s  t h r i v e  o n i t . . .
1 J' ' /y <
\
;ldng if I had to do It all river 
A g a i n , "  he say
i
purses totalling $2,7.5.5,318,
Hefhie, who has never suffered(HIMXA«,*A•. ~
"l.el’s lixtk at It this way. I've a seriou.s injury n.s a "Jock" and. .......y. __ 1 n„ ........ 1. .1,1 1.. .1 .. . 1__ 1,1.........got a wife and 20 - month - old 
onb.v and another on the way. 
Cpi making $15 a day, six, days 
I wr'eh, for nine months of tlie 
V year, I'm dotiig a Jot) I want to 
\  io nt a place where 1 want to 
work-urosind the track, |
"My cliance.s (or advanceinenl: 
are r«xmI, Now 1 hmk up horses' i 
breeding, check on stable colors 1 
ind do some paper work, Mayl>«-.| 
next >eaf I ‘■'d't make Sl5 or $30 
A «lay as n uiUrol judge, or pad-, 
dock judge or clerk ot the Btraks.l
had no troul'le weighing 101 or 
102 iHJiiods, nnw ,l,s up to 104 
.pit's tills easy living. Guess U'.s 
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Mix 'n' $hap0 'am 
Ltt rl$0 'n' bah* '»fnl
If you bake at home, try 
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Va cup granulatad suflor 
3 taatpoona toll 
Va cup buHar or margarlno 
Cool to lukewarm.
2 .  Meanllmt, mtoiura Into large 
bowl
Va cup lukovvalm wolor
Sllr In
2  laaipoohs gronulolod 
' sugor \  , _




tel ilond 10 minuter, THEN rtlf 
well, Sllr In lukeworm milk mix­
ture and
3 cups ,onc»-slft*<l 
all-purpose flour
and iprinkle' with
2 loaspoont coUry sooila
Bcol until imoolh and elarlle.
W ork In additional 
2’/a cups (oboul) 
onco-tiflad all-purposo 
flour ,
3 .  Turn out on (loured board  
and knead until amooth anif e la i-  
tlc. Divide dough into .2 equal 
porlloai. Shape each portion Into 
a 15-Inch roll ond cut Into U  
equal-ilaed p lecei. Shape each 
piece Into a  amooth ball.
Place bqlla In g reo ied  muffin 
pant. Brurh lopa with melted 
ahoctenlng. Cover, le i  rite In b  
wprm ploce, (ree  from ' d ro ll, 
until doubled In bulk— oboul I 
hour,, Bruah rlien  buna with ao(l 
butler or morgorlne and iprinkle 
with celery aoeda. Bake In a 
m o d e ra ta ly  h o t o v e n , 3 Z S * ,  
13 to  2 0 '  mirmtei.
Y ield— 3  'A ' doaen buna.
NB£DS NO RePMOtnAVON







p ra ir ie s  
Interest
Easier lilies and golden daffo- 
tla di.*corated St. Michaels and 
dl Angels’ Anglican Church on 
iaturcby, April 5, the setting of 
he wedding of Marguerite Mary 
>utle( and Mervyn Edgar Miller.
Arohdeacon D. S. Catchpole 
^fficihted at the ceremony which 
initeg the second daughter of Mr. 
nd Mrs. E. H. Butler of Kcl- 
amaj formerly of Hanley, Sask. 
nd the second son of Mr. and 
rf , * J . R. hlillcr of Melville, 
sk.*
Giuen in marriage by her fa- 
her, the bride wore a full length 
iown) of lace-topped tulle posed 
ver white satin. The lace bodice 
l|Vas cut in a scalloped neckline 
Bvith lily-point sleeves. Her sheer 
Ingeitip veil was caught by a 
dllbm styled headdress of lace. 
icallOped to match the bridal 
ircss^ and trimmed with pearls 
Sh«r carried a small white 
)rayerbook topped with two gar- 
lenias. from which hung a cas- 
:adet)f stephonitis. A silver cross 
ivas Jhc bride's only jewellery.
Miss Louise Sutler of Port Co- 
iuitl4m was her sister’s maid of 
lonor. Gowned in a floor-length
Butler as bridesmaid chose 
matching dress of blue and car­
ried a cascade of blue daisies.
Attending the groom was Ell- 
wood Razman of Vancouver and 
Charles Butler acted as usher. 
During the signing of the register, 
Mr. Lome Cooke of New West­
minster sang “0  Perfect Love.” 
The bride’s mother chose a 
dress of pale green with white 
accessories and wore a corsage of 
pink carnations. Following the 
ceremony, a reception was held 
for all the guests present at the 
bride’s home, which was decor­
ated with pink and white stream­
ers and bells.
A beautiful three-tiered wed­
ding cake topped by two tiny 
doves, nestled in white tulle with 
daffodils nestling in its folds, 
centred the bride’s table. The 
bride’s uncle,,Mr. Tobiason, pro- 
p<«!ied the bridal toast to which the 
groom ably responded. A number 
of telegrams received f r o m  
prairie points were read.
For hoi; going-away outfit, the 
bride chose a sheath dress of 
blue with white accessories. She 
wore a gardenia corsage. Out-of- 
tow'n guests for the occasion
fellow brocade sheath, with i were from Oliver and Vancouver. 
Hatching headdress, she carried I Mr. and aiid Mrs. Aliller will rc- 
1  cascade of yellow daisies. The side at 3744 W. Broadway, Van- 
jrid&’s other sister. Miss Beatrice' couver 8. . _________
Needful That Child Be Taught 
How To Handle Household Pets t -
Women No Longer Big Spenders 
of: Family Income Survey Shows
TORONTO (CP)—Women may 
lot be the big wheels in shopping 
hey used to be.
This has been suggested by 
T; Lambert, 48-year-old gen- 
;ral manager of the Toronto-Do- 
Tiinion Bank, in an address to 
he Toronto Advertising and Sales 
[3ub'
Thd suggestion was made, how- 
!ver,', on the basis of a survey 
which amended older surveys, 
ind ' Mr. Lambert personally 
jeemjed to feel that women’s 
shopping role is as great as ever. 
* A ^commonly-stated view, has 
been-that women control 80 per 
cent or more of family spending. 
ijNow,’, h o w e v e r, an American 
^tudy! indicates the figure may be 
loser to 45 per cent. 
ise I in  s u p e r m a r k e t s
"The female dominance!’’ Mr. 
.jam l^rt said, “apparently has 
tdiminished, due to the rise in 
supermarkets where the whole







You can now help them 
in their
Spring Bottle Drive 
for New Hats
PLEASE
PUT OUT YOUR 
BOTTLES 




family tend to shop at night or 
on the week-end.
"As well, the increasing mech­
anical complexity of many house­
hold appliances and the higher 
number of working wives has 
led to a division of shopping 
chores.
"How significant this is I don’t 
know for, while I am on occas' 
ion pressed into service for the 
shopping expiedition, I am handed 
a list of what to buy with the 
brand names all shown. While I 
arrive home usually with one or 
two surprises, they arc certainly 
not allowed to dip very deeply 
into the family budget.
"So I would be inclined to feel 
that the reduction in female dom­
inance in this regard is probably 
more apparent than real.” 
MORE. THAN AID 
Mr. Lambert said it is no coin­
cidence that in countries where 
advertising plays an important 
part there is also a higher stand­
ard of living.
"Advertising is more than an 
aid to selling: It is often the ma­
jor selling effort. Certainly the 
goods drawn from the shelves of 
the grocery store or supermarket 
are largely determined by advei> 
tising. It goes even further—the 
goods would not likely even be 
there unless advertising had built 
up a demand for them."
In regard to the present eco­
nomic situation, M r. Lambert 
commented:
"I consider we are going 
through a healthy period of pause 
catching-up process, and if we 
do riot indulge in too many arti­
ficial stimulants, such as exces­
sive budgetary deficits, we will 
move out of this phase refresh- 
ioned and strengthened."
QUAINT OLD-FASHIONED HOBBY REVIVED
Given a choice of drapes, 
bedspreads, or quilts, grades 
11 and 12 home economics stu­
dents chose to make their pro­
ject a quilting bee. Pictured
working industriously a r e  
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WINNIPEG (CP)—The women 
had a brief but ineffectual say 
at Tuesday’s session of the Cana­
dian Labor Congress convention.
A motion came before the del­
egates calling for the establish­
ment of an auxiliary (women’s) 
national council of the CLC, but 
it was disapproved of by the 
leadership.
Several women protested that 
the measure should be approved, 
and they got support from con­
gress vice-president George Burt 
of Windsor, Canadian head of the 
big auto workers’ union.
Burt said man.v union wives 
are "kitchen scabs” and there 
should be a greater effort to or­
ganize them into union auxiliar­
ies.
However, the m o t i o n  was 
quickly defeated.
HITHER AND YON
VISIT GRANDPARENTS . . . 
Mr. and Mrs. R. C. Link had as 
their guests for the past week, 
their grandson and his wife, Mr. 
and Mrs. Ray Risto of Edmonton, 
Alta.
SPENDING A FEW WEEKS 
. . with his parents, Mr. and 
Mrs. W. Jackson, is Rev. J. A. 
Jackson of Regina. On Monday 
he returns to Saskatchewan 
where he will be public relations 
director to the Fish Engineering 
Corp., prior to going to Harvard 
University for advanced post­
graduate work at the Divinity 
School.
B yGARRY CLEVELAND 
MYERS, PhJ).
Some years ago, after ad­
dressing a parents' «chil^-study 
group, I was invited by the presi­
dent of this group and her hus­
band for a brief visit to their 
home.
There I  met an attractive little 
child, 3. who was playing with 
a tiny turtle which had been 
given him that day. Within an 
hour the creature was almost 
dead»- The youngster had not 
meant to torture it; he just did 
not know how to handle it 
gently. «
J kept thinking of the bad 
moral effect the experience 
would have on that child.
MANY INSTANCES 
You and I have seen hundreds 
of such instances, in which 
young children are given frail 
creatures for playthings or pets. 
Without training in . treating 
these creatures properly, they 
only torture them with slow 
death.
Just because the creature is 
so fascinating to the child, the 
parent supposes it is good for 
him to have it.
Dad or mother sees some baby 
ducks or chicks in a store win­
dow and takes one home for a 
>oung child who may live in an 
apartment or other place unfit 
for this creature to grow up 
normally. Even if the child 
doesn’t handle it carefully, it 
will probably pine away and die. 
Instead of learning to be kind 
to dumb animals, this child is 
learning just the opposite.
SEES HER MISTAKE
Occasionally, however, a par­
ent, seeing her mistake, goes 
with the child to take the little 
creature to a home where it can 
bo cared for humanely.
Often, too, a kitten or puppy 
is cruelly treated by very young 
children. T h e  wise parents 
either dispose of the pet then, 
or take the time to train the 
youngster to treat it gently, 
kindly.
Suppose you wished to keep 
the pet and your child, 3 or 4, 
often kicked it or hurt it in some 
way. You might need to resort to 
more than persuasive words. 
For each specific offense you 
witness, you might turn that 
youngster over your knee and 
give him a few sound smacks. 
This is more effective than talk. 
PROFITABLE TIME 
Walking with your tot, 2, 3 or 
4 outdoors, you may come upon 
some lowly creatures like ants 
or earthworms. Then is the time
to induce your child to watch 
these lowly creatures. It can be 
a profitable enjoyment for both 
of you.
How different is the moral ef­
fect on him when he secs >t)U 
crush one of these creatures or 
when you permit him to do so.
Fortunately, in the kinder­
garten and primary grades chil­
dren learn to enjoy all sorts of 
creatures there as pets and to bo 
very kind to tl|em.
ANSWERING PARENTS* 
QUESTIONS
Q. Can a child concentrate on 
homework while viewing TV or 
listening to the radio?
A. Hardly while viewing TV. 
Some youths can concentrato 




A bake sale will be jield on 
Saturday, April 26, at 0 . L. Jones 
Furniture Store-at 11 a.m., by 
the AYPA of St. Michaels and 
All Angels’ Anglican Church. Any 
donations from parishioners will 











The Fourth Kelowna Cub and 
Scout Pack are holding a father 
and son banquet at the Anglican 
Parish Hall on Saturday, April 
26. at 6 p.m.
Tickets can be obtained ftom 
any member of the pack, or at 
trie door. It is hoped that as many 
dads as possibly can will attend, 
and thus support and encourage 
this very worthwhile function.
Graduating in the August ’58 
class from the School of Psy­
chiatric Nursing, Essondale, 
are two local girls, Misses 
Violet Neufeld and Anne Bartel.
The graduating exercises are 
being held this evening at the 
Vincent Massey High School 
auditorium in New Westmin­
ster for the ninety students of 
the March and August classes.
POLIO PROTECTION
KINGSTON. England (CP)— 
Schoolchildren in Surrey are be­
ing incoulated against polio at the 
rate of about 2,000 a week-
DEPUTY MINISTER . . . of 
Municipalities, J. Everett Brown 
and Mrs. Brown have returned 
to Victoria after spending a week 
here, guests at the Royal Anne 
Hotel.
SPENDING A FEW . . . days 
in Vancouver is Mrs. T. C. Ben­
nett, accompanied by her small 
son Michael, guests of Mr. and 
Mrs. Ian MacLareo. formerly of 
Kelowna. Mr. and Mrs. MaC' 
Laren will return with Mrs. Ben- 
[nett at the weekend in order to 
attend Saturday' night’s hockey 
game.
Born W ith Sense Of 
Late Fashion King
WARM SPOT
COULTER. Man. CP) -  Signs 
of. spring were evident but it still 
wasn’t warm enough for a snake 
that Mrs. Doug Coulter found in 
her kitchen. It was snuggled up 
against the warmth of a recently- 
used electric iron.
’m M n R u n m m m m m i i i




CLIPSTONE, England (C P )- 
An ancient lovers’ tree has been 
reprieved in this Nottinghamshire 
community after protests from 
grandmothers and grandfathers, 
who carved their initials on the 
trunk in their youth. The tree was 
to have been cut down.
P U T  C O I O R  I N  Y O U R  U R  W I T H
M t ’t  Anti-Gray Hair Tone .
‘\
IMMKTS NATURAL LOOKING COLOR AND LUSTRI TO 
CRAY STRIAKID AND RADIO HAIt
(• Fo» both nun iod wwn«n '
•  OfiWlfM vAitt cr«m
•  Pun Unolin bn*
•  Coodilknt th« hilr
•  .Money tMCk guarantee
THB IS HOT VRHT- WILL NOT WASH OUT
Use eft ditecti^ lot nw or three "<2teii| iw i tniy «'r«qSftd.
tauD Site—  _ $ 3  , Large TtlgN
DRUGS
fr'or fTte TkUvRly lost Di«l 3333
HELP jAVcr>:S c i-e AN-u p  y o u r  c it y
carttttnw -r-a
Try utino a pair «f Indutirloi type 
work glnvei for heavy |obi areuiul 
tho houM. Thty Includo waihabU, 
wotoneopollanl voriollei hovlntl 
(jood gripping awfacea. '
It's "ALOHA'
From Heather's In Kelowna Again
★  DRESSES
. , r
★  PAKE JACKETS
★  WRAP SKIRTS
★  SW IM  SUITS
>
Ju.sL unpacked at Heather's
A ' , ; A ■: o' , _ ,
You will be dcligl)tcd by the luagnificcni selection of 
cotton brocade, gold metallic print . . .
These garments arc fashioned for you
la washable hand screened prints 
by .Alfred Shaheen of Hiwail
made only for Hcaihcr's.
To'fully appreciate the fashion co-ordinate 
vnlut .̂s of tbeso beautiful garments . . .
^  Sec Heailicr’s window display NOW
/ /
By PEGGY MASSIN
PARIS (Reuters)—Clothe.s may 
make the average woman, but in 
the Paris couture it is the man­
nequins who “make the clothes.” 
The late Christian Dior used to 
say, "my mannequins arc what 
give life to my dresses, and above 
all I want my dresses to be 
happy."
Mannequins are incredibly scr 
vere stylo critics. No French de­
signer would dream of insisting 
that a girl should wear any cos­
tume she might actually dislike. 
Mannequins seem to have an un­
erring s i x t h  sense of style, 
and instinctively know the best 
models in each collection, long 
before they are shown to the pub­
lic.
If t h e y  occasionally turn 
thumbs-down on a gown, its cre­
ator can be reasonably sure he 
has a lemon on his hands. On the 
contrary, when a girl like.s a 
dress and knows how to wear it 
to
Many foreign girls come to 
Paris seeking w°rk as manne 
quins. The length of their stay is 
usually short, however, because 
unless a girl is in the top bracket, 
she often finds it difficult to make 
ends meet financially. Salaries 
for a beginner in the couture 
houses range from 35,000 francs 
($84) to 45,000 francs ($108) 
month.
advantage, she is capable of 
investing it with a rhythm and 
life of Its own.
DIOR DISPROVED 
Dior claimed that good mannC' 
quins wore born and not made; 
that if a girl did not possess 
certain Intangiblo quality and 
feeling for clothes, no amount of 
specialized training could ever 
achieve it.
Curiously, one of the most fa 
mous mannequins at the house of 
Dior has created a .successful en­
terprise by disproving this theory 
of tho late ma.ster.
Her working name is "Lucky* 
and she is president of the Paris 
Syndicate of M a n n e q u i n s  
Founder in 1952 of this officially' 
recognized union group, she runs 
her own training school for fash­
ion debutantes.
Lucky believes that about i 50 
per cent of the young women who 
come to her school have the mak 
Ings of good mannequins. 
ROMANCE REMOTE 
Many h o p e f u l s ,  especially 
young girls who corne to Paris 
from ,the provinces, look on fash 
Ion nioflcllng as a stepping stone 
to a possible thcntricnl career or 
brilliant marriage, But the, aver 
age girl soon finds tho work Is 
hard and t i r i n g ,  with few 
"Fa.shlon - door Johnnies," gold 
Ca<llUaes or mink coats.
Mannequin.s .showing a collcc 
lion often walk three or four 
miles.
377 BERNARD AVE. n iO N E  3123
S H O E S
MAGIC SHANK
SPORTY CASUAL CLASSIC
• Bend it double if you want . . .
it’s completely flexible . . .  
that’s why this little Contour feels
so wonderful . . . particularly 
if you’re never off your fee t. . .  





You will have a neater, nicer figure by wearing a reputable, and 
well-known foundation garment. Here are Just a few of the llnca 
carried by Fumerton’s and' available in the Ladles’ Department 
on the upper floor. An expert assistant Is on hand to advise and fit 
you. ' ' •' ' , ■ ^
Gpthlc Sarong ............  4.95 Daisy Fresh A
Fairform Sarong Style Girdle ............................................  2*98
Or Pull On Style with the new cinchcr top ................ .........  5.95
Nu-Dack iacc front Corset —  short, medium or long length—
5.95 and 6.95
Exquisilp Form Girdle. Side zipher and Biflex tummny iM r .’l
—6.95 and 7.95
With zipper fro n t.................................... .......................... . 7.95
Garter Belts. Priced fro m .............. 98f, 1.00, 1,75 and 1.95
Long Line Bra —  the ideal support............... ....... ........... . 9.95
Maternity Girdle —  Pull-on s ty le .................................... . 6.95
Or side lace s ty le ........................ ..........................................  4*95








' NOnWICH, Eng. (CP)-Elcc- 
Iric blankets are one of the most! 
jwpulnr of electric rippliancen, 
says the E a s t e r n  electricity] 
1k)iu<I.
 ̂ '
AnminI number of births in] 
West Germany Increased froinl 
785,000 In 1955 to 854,000 In 1957.
TROPICANA DRESSliS
See these new arrivals, Vis­
cose Linen. Washable and
at
only . . . . ----- . . . 4.98
Playlcx Panllo 





Where Cash Beats Credit
• O k
TITE d a il y  CODIICT, Thurs., April H . 195S
»»^___________ ________________ » l
'J  . (WOUS NEWZEAIAND CANIERBURV
V'':,' t
- .v -
BEEF TOO HIGH? Then here is a real treat for you and at down to earth prices.
This week at your Kelowna Super-Valu store you'll find a wonderful selection of 
the famous New Zealand Lamb. Supplies arc limited so shop early for Lamb at 
Super-V alu. , '■
. • >rf't'<*■:. V•
^LE G ofLA M B  . 6 5 c
ir Shoulder ROAST 3 9 c
Half or W hole...................................... ......................................................... lb. M
^  LOIK ROAST . 6 5 c
★L A M B -.B A S K E I A q ,
Consists of Roast. Chons. Stewinc M eat.................................................. lb. ®
PINEAPPLE l l l l ^ j f  
GRAPEFRUIT J U l i i l
Dole's, a new product. 48 oz. tins .  -  .  - - -  -  -
TOMATO CATSUP
Hunt's, 13 oz. bottle -. -  - -  - -  -  -  - - - - - -
SPAGHEUh CHEESE J
Nabob. 15 oz. tins .  .  . .  .  .  - .  - - - -  - -  m BH
ir LOIN CHOPS 6 9 c
.............................. ..................... I
You’ll find a complete selection of Mint Sauces, Jellies and Dried at Super-Valu to go with 
-. . jour lamb. •
"Treat of the W eek"
RAISIN BUNS
25cLemon or Raspberry Filled,6's pkg. .  -  -  - -  -  -  -  -
Get, This Week's Section Now!
Complete and Unabridged —  “The Littlt and Ivci”
WEBSTER DiaiOKARY
and Home Reference Library
' Section 13
Add a New Section Each Week ,
,
EASY-DO IDEAS ITEMS YOU'LL NEED 
TEA BAGSCAKE MIXES
Ogilvie’s White or Chocolate, pkg.
APPLE PIE FILLER
Sun-Rype, 20 oz. tin ........................
LEMON PIE FILLER
Jello, pkg.......... ........  ...
JEllY  POWDERS ,  „  SLICED BEETS
....................  V  fo i'w lC  Chelsea, tS o?., lin.s ..
2,„r25c
Salada, 60’s, pkg........ .................... '
COFFEE
Silver Cup ................................ lb . '
MINTED GOLD CANDY
U oz. pkg.
Jcllo, pkg. . . . 2 [or 33c
HOUSE CLEANING NEEDS 
BREEZE g -
SPIC AND SPAN 70 ,
CLOROX BLEACH
FLOOR WAX ,
Simoniz .............................. quart •
Mexican,
Medium Size .  . 1.  .  -  .  doz.
Fancy Quality,
Ready to Eat .  - -
Over 13,000 Prizes Worth 
$50,000.00 To Be Won 
In SUPER-VALU’s Cross-Out Contest
1. Place an X in pencil over the alphabet letter 
to right of the numbers on your card, if the 
same number appears properly in tho 
SUPER-VALU newspaper ad.
PINEAPPLE from Hawaii -  -  -  -  - each










2. In each week’s SUPER-VALU newspaper ad 
30 numbers will each be enclosed In a 
.squnre-circlo-diamond, etc. You can match 
these numbers with numbers on any curd.
"  3 . If you have five consecutive numbers In *
row—down, across or diagonally—you have 
a winning card. To receive your gift, return 
the card as instructed on the back of tho 
card.
4. Numbers on your card arc to be matched 
against numbers in the SUPER-VALU news­
paper ad. Check tho SUPER-VALU nows* 
paper carefully.
5, Cards can bo played on any of fho news­
paper ads or rejirlnts during tho twelve 
weeks but cards are winners and redeem- 








Canada and U.S. Patent Ponding -  U.S. 1037, 1054, 10.55, 1056 
10.56 and 1057 by ”Croi^s-Out’' Advertising Co^Iiic., Box 551, St
newspaper ad or reprints In stores and all 
:i0 numbers that week In the newspaper ad 
arc surrounded by tho samo uhapo circle* 
squard-dlamond, etc.
6. Wo resorvo tho right to correct any typo- , 
graphical or other error or errors which 
might appear In any publlshod maltor In. 
tonne,ction with this game and to reject 
winning cords not obtained through legtll- 
mato cnonncls.
t. ’’CnOSS-OUT" cards are givln away freely 
at all SUPER-VALU stores, no purchases 
, aro required.
B, Elimination contest will bo held if cards 
aro sent in for more than two automobiles, 
and 19.57, Canada, one mink stole, one refrigerator, and one
Louis, Mo., USA \ range,
N E W California, 5 lb. cellc
: \
Attention Gardeners ! '
The most popular spot in Kelowna those days is our busy Garden Shop. You'll find a 
wpnderful variety in Roses, Shrubs, Seeds, Tools, Bulbs Fertilizers, Bedding Plants and
hundreds of other items.
All Prices Effective 
Thurs., Fri. and Sat., 
April 24 , 25 and 26
lO fV x  R , C .  O W N E D  A N D  O P E R A T E D
SU PER VA U J b
Where Qualify Costs No
W
It  Costs Less Than You Think To A dvertise—Call 4 4 4 5
THE DAILY COtmiEB 1A 
T1IVR.. APRIL t l .  193* Help Wanted | Troperty For Sale
Funeral Homes
Tfce Interior*! Finest Mortnanr
DAY’S FUNERAL SERVICE 
LTD.
We offer you the comforUng 
services that can only be found 
in suitable surroundings, 
less EUla St. Phone 22(M
'  tf
Card Of Thanks
WE w isii~TO  THANK OUR 
many friends for their kindness, 
sympathy and beautiful floral 
tributes during the illness and 
loss of our dear little .son David. 
Special thanks to Monscignor 
McKenzie, Father McCarthy. Dr. 
W. F. Anderson, Dr. C. B. Hen­
derson and the nursing staff at 
the Kelowna General Hospital, 
also to Mrs. Day and Don. Your 
kindness will always be re- 
remembered.
—Tom and Mary Lso.
200
Coming Events
W A N T E D  1
Large firm requires services of 
three men |or sales work to com­
plete our staff.
If you have ALL of the below 
oualifications
We invite a prompt reply 
(1) You must be willing to work 
in the evenings.
(21 You must have a car or the
use of one.
(3) You must be neat in ap­
pearance.
(4) You must be willing to sacri­
fice some time in preparing 
for our work.
This is permanent employment 
with excellent opportunity for 
advancement. No competition or 
slack periods. Our men work 
hard and in return enjoy an in­
come that is double the national 
average.
(This is not insurance, ap­
pliances, books, ctc.i 
No travelling required. Pen­
sion plan, fully paid group in­
surance. We want only men who 
arc completely sincere and 
honest and who arc bondable. 
Reply to
Box 4»19M KELOWNA COURIER
stating age. past and present 
employment, marital status, 
and phone.
17 A 'RES FARM LAND. 8 acres 
cleared, with 5 acres of irriga­
tion water allotted. Located on 
paved road, south East Kelowna. 
Apply 845 Francis Ave. Phone 
8192. 205
Cars And Trucks
1950 METEOR SEDAN -  1953 
Mercury Motor, radio, new scat 
covers. Come in and make us an 
offer. Mervyn Motors Ltd. 200
Office Supplies
KELOWNA UNLIMITED REAL’ 
Estate prices going up between 
Bernard and Richter, Ellis and 
Bertram.  201
THRiEl^BEbRW HOME with 
full plumbing on 4 acres in Win­
field district. Price $5,700.00 
Phone Winfield 2516 . 201
5 BEDROOM HOME. S2.000 
down, $8,500 full price. Phone 
4503. ,  200
OKANAGAN 
lAKESHORE SPECIALS
Opening new summer home sites 
or camp sites 




Your old Adding Machine 












For One More Week
' o l d  MANURE FOR
Best Selection of Bcllcr 















arc now being held in the
Hi g h w a y  g o s p e l  
HALL
2nd Ave. South — WESTBANK 
Nightly at 8 (except Sat.) 
Sunday 7:30
Speakers;
R. PEACOCK, Vancouver 
A. WILSON, Abbotsford 
All Welcome No Collection
“Christ Jesus came 




201 KELOWNA UNLIMITED REAL 
Estate prices going up between 
Bernard and Richter, Ellis and 
Bertram. 201
f o r  CARPENTRY WORK -  
cabinets or finishing, sash and 
frames. Phone 8147. 224
YOUNG MAN WITH -10 YEARS 
automotive experience in RCAF 
would like position as clerk, parts 
or front end man in or around 
Kelowna. Phone 4456. __ _ 201
I^rNTTNG~Al^D~DECO 
inside and out by experienced 
painter. Phone 3563.________ 200
Auto Financing
CAiTEUAW s P B E i m E  “ you  
buy your new or late model car, 
see us about our low cost financ­
ing service, available for cither 
dealer or private sales. Car- 





I.,6vcly jK)wdcr blue, cus- 









I new scat covers and tires,
, blue and white. $2250
30 Day Warranty
AUCTION OF TIMBER SALE 
X78128
There will be offered for sale 
liat public auction, at 11:00 on 
Friday, May 2nd, 1958, in the 
ll office of the Forest Ranger, Kcl- 
jowna, B.C. the Licence X78128, to 
cut 61.000 cubic^fcct of Fir and 
Larch sawlogs on an area COLLECTS INFORMATION
By BERNARD DUFRESNE
Canadian Press Staff Writer
OTTAWA (CP'—Is the middle­
man’s share of the Canadian con­
sumer's food dollar fair or ex­
cessive?
That is the question facing a 
royal commission of six men and 
a housewife which is investi­
gating price spreads of food prod­
ucts. '
Price spread.s are the differ­
ence between what the producer 
gets for his food products and 
what the consumer pays the 
corner grocer or the chain super­
market.
The difference gcx;s, in vary­
ing degrees, to such middlemen 
as processors, distributors, pack­
agers. wholesalers, transirortcrs 
and labor.
this study the commission hopes at the Ontario Agricultural Col- 
to hire university six:cialists this lege, Guelph, Ont., was a mem- 
summer. jber of the Newfoundland royal
The commission, set up D ec . 'commission on agriculture and 
10, hopes to have its report ready worked for the Gordon economic 
for the federal government in Hj,commission on farm problems, 
years. j Cleve Kidd, 48. of Toronto,
The commission's terms of rc(-;pi-csident of the Ontario Fcdera* 
crcnce ordered it to; ition of Labor, is an economist.
lying ap- Tho roval commission, headedi ated Joe Rich Valley
Iq q Y d lidcnt of the Umversuy
Two (2) years will be allowed
of Al-
1. Inquire into the extent and 
the causes of the spread between 
the prices received by pixxiucors 
of food products of agricultural 
and fisheries origin, and the 
prices paid by consumers.
2. Determine w h e t h e r  such 
price spreads, in general or ini 
particular cases, arc fair and 
reasonable, or arc excessive, in 
relation to the services rendered.
3. Make such recommendations 
as it deems appropriate if any 
suc|i price spreads arc found to 
be e.xccssivo.
4. Examine the adequacy of 
price iq^rmation currently avail­
able.
Bernard Couvrettc, 50, of Mont­
real, is president of a wholesale 
grocers’ firm and is it past prc.si- 




LEAVING FOR VANCOUVER 
Monday morning. Roomearly 
for 4. Phone 3038. 202
Business Personal
Wanted To Rent
WANTED 2 OR 3 BEDROOM 
house or main floor duplex by 
June 1. Phone 2405. 201
FURNISHED ACCOMMODATION 
required—2 bedrooms: Will give 
ownership care, keen gardeners. 
Phone 7949. 205
CEDRIC'M. STRINGER
Public Accounting and 
Income Tax
No. 11 Williams’ Block 
1564 Pendoii St.. Kelowna 
Phones: Bus. 2242, Res. 3242
Mon., Thurs., Sat., tf
KELOWNA UNLIMITED REAL 
Estate prices going up between 




MAN'S 3-SPEED B.S.A. Bicycle 





Black and white. 3,000 
miles. Power pack engine, 
pushbutton automatic cus­
tom radio and heater.
$2395new
lifor removal of timber.
I Provided anyone who is unable 
to attend the auction in person 
may submit a sealed tender, to 
be opened at the hour of auction 
land treated as one bid.
II Further particulars may be ob- 
Ijtaincd from the District Forester.
Kamloops, B.C.: or the Forest 
Ranger. Kelowna, B.C._______
berta. already has .started collect-; 1934 PROBE 
ing available statistical aqd back-! This is not the first time prices 
g r o u n d  information. Beginning jha%-e come under the scrutiny of 
this month, it will hear what a royal commission.
farmers, processors, wholesalers, 
retailers and others have to say 
on the matter.
P ublic hearings are scheduled 
for Vancouver April 9-11, Edmon-
in 1934-35, a Commons commit­
tee was set up to inquire into 
price spreads, marketing and 
monopolies of many commodities 





WASHINGTON (AP)—A United 
States Navy scientist suggests 
that the armed services consider '  
using middle-aged men ns “ radi­
ation shock troops’’ to protect
ton April 14-15. Winnipeg April flour milling and baking indus-
204
3 4  TON STEEL PICK-UP BODY
_Single wheeled, heavy duty all
steel trailer axle. Phone 7346
202
FURNISHED OR UNFURNISH- 
cd 2-room suite, private shower 
and toilet. Non-drinkers. Weekly 
or monthly winter rates $42.50 
month. May to October inclusive 
$45 month. 784 Elliott Ave.
M-Thurs. tf.
LIGHT GREY LIVING ROOM 
carpet, complete with felt pad. 
Size 9’x6’6’’. Regular $75.00, 
sacrifice for $50.00 cash. Phoi^ 
8953 after 6 p.m.
\ m .  MOSS PAINTING AND 
DECORATING contractor. Kel­
owna. B.C. Exterior and interior 
painUng. paper hanging. Phone 
your requirements ^
SINGER & SNOWSELL EXCA­
VATING LTD. for ditches, f e ­
lines. septic tanks. PhOTe_^M3L
FOUR ROOM SELF-CONTAIN­
ED. ultra modern apartment. 
Refrigerator, electric range, wall 
to wall carjieting. Automatic 
washer and dryer available, also 
plenty of storage space. Apply 
Bennett’s Store. R
SCRAP STEEL AND METALS — 
Top prices. Old car bodies our 
specialty. Commercial Steel 
Metals, 6136 Willingdon, Burnaby 




Dark green finish with 





Automatic, radio, heater, 
power top, white walls, 
powder blue. Hurry
. ;.$ 6 5 0
for
rone down
INDIAN SWEATER Eagle design 
black and white. Size 40. Phone | 
3760 or call at 2277 Richter St. tf.
Articles Wanted
TWO R(X)M FURNISHED Apart- 
rpent. Apply 1964 Pendozi, or 
phone 7173. ' 203
VISIT o :  I* . JONES USED ^ R -  
NITURE Dept, for best buys^ lS  
Bernard Ave. _____ M-TH-tf
d e a l e r s  IN ALL TYPES OF 
used equipment; mill, mine and 
logging supplies; new and used 
wire rope; pipe and fittings, cham 
steel plate and shapes. Atlas Iron 
and Metals Ltd., 250 Prior St., 
Vancouver, B.C., Phone PAcific
COMMERCIAL LOT FOR RENT 
o n  Pendozi St. Suitable for car 
lot or? Contact George Strohm 
at Phone 2999. 204
TOP MARKET PRICES PAID 1 
for scrap iron, steel, brass, copper, 
lead, etc. Honest grading. Prompt 
payment made. Atlas Iron and 1 
Metals Ltd., 250 Prior St., Vau- 
couver, B.C. Phone PAcific
FURNISHED HOUSE ON LAKE- 
SHORE—Just south of City Park.
bedrooms, sandy beach. Phone 
3645 or write Box 4821M Daily 
Courier. 201
6357, TH-S-tf
FAST REPAIR SERVICE ON 
power mowers, tillers, power 
chain saws and all small power 
equipment, Maxson’s Sport and 
Service Centre, 235 B^rnard^Ave
JUNG’S SHOE REPAIR. LOW 
Prices. Knives and scissors 
sharpened 20c; also hand 
Leon Avo.
FOR THE BEST IN PORTRAIT 
nnd Commercial Photography 
developing, printing, and en
“̂? P & ’S PHOTO STUDIO 
Dial 28U 535 Bernard Ave
TH-lf
e x p e r t  TYPING DONE AT 
homo. Invoices, statements, let 
tors, etc., done by fully ex 
pcricnccd stenographer. Phone 
fe97. “
SEPTIC TANKS AND GREASE 
traps cleaned, vacuum equipped 
Interior Septic Tahk Service 
Phono 2674. ______ it
d r a p e s  EXPERTLY MADE -  
Free cstlmaatcs. Doris Guest. 










New Ferguson diesel tractor at 
a discoiit of $250.00 
L. R. BARTLETT LTD.
166 Westminster Ave., Phone 27001 




Automatic trans., brand 
new engine, new tires in 
excellent condition, finish­
ed in autumn 4 1  4 5  Q





Two-tone green and white, 
hydramatic trans., custom 




No white space. 
Minimum 10 words.
ll Insertion  ------- - per word 3<
13 consecutive
insertions ____ per word
13 consecutive insertions
or more ___-....  per word 2 i
Classified DlspUy
I One Insertion -----   $1.12 inch
II consecutive
insertions _____   1-05 inch
I} consecutive Insertions
jr more ___________  -95 Inch
Claasified Cards
11 coimt lines daily _$ 9.00 hionth 
Daily for 6 months _  8.50 month 
Each additional line - 2.00 month
1 One inch d a ily ------17.50 month
One inch ^









A SNAP! PRACTICALLY brand 
new 1956 Johnson privately owned 
30 H.P. Outboard Motor. Will 
sacrifice for $300 or best offer. 
May be seen at Kelowna Marine 




Rooms by day, week, month 
Community kitchen, all facilities 





253 Lawrence Ave., Kelowna j 





1948 M E R C U R Y  F O R D O R  
I S E D A N  —  A b e au ty  w ith  
ra d io , exce llen t engine and
$295
1947 P L Y M O U T H  S E D A N
— C ustom  rad io , < t l O O
h e ater  ...........  r  • '  '
1947 C H E V  C O A C H — good
condition $199
1942 D O D G E
h e ater, 
ra d io  . - - - - - - -
Hospital Dial 4000
Fire Hall .,,, ... — Dial 115




If unable to contact a doctor 
Dial 2722
d ru g  STORES OPEN 
Sundays, Holidays and 
Wednesdays 
2 pjn. to 5:30 p.m.
OSOYOOS CUSTOMS HOURS
Canadian, and American 
Customs 
24-hour service.
17, Regina April 21, Fredericton 
April 28-29, Charlottetown April 
30. Halifa:i May 1-2, and St. 
John’s, Nfld., May 5-6.
Tentative autumn dates for 
further hearings arc the second 
half of September in Ontario. 
mid-October in Quebec and mid- 
November in 'Ottawa.
Apart from gathering statistical 
information, the commission’s re­
searchers arc planning two sep­
arate studies.
One involves the marketing of 
a number of commodities selected 
from six main groups: meats, 
fruits and vegetables, dairy prod­
ucts, eggs and poultry, miscel­
laneous agricultural products and 
fish.
The particular commodities to 
be studied in detail:
Wheat (bread, flour); beef cat­
tle (beef); hogs (pork, bacon); 
chicken. (fowl, broilers); eggs; 
milk and cream (fluid milk, but­
ter, cheese, milk powder, evap; 
orated milk); potatoes; toma 
toes ( c a n n e d ,  fresh, tomato 
juice); corn (canned); peas (can 
ned), frozen): carrots (fresh);
peaches (canned, fresh); straw­
berries (canned, frozen, fresh); 
apples (fresh); maple syrup and 
maple sugar; sugar beets (beet 
sugar); various products of ag­
riculture (soups, baby foods); 
sockeye salmon (canned); hal­
ibut (fresh, frozen): whitefish
(fillets); lobster (boiled, canned); 
cod. (fillets); haddock (fillets). 
BIG CONSUMER ITEMS 
The commission plans to con 
centrate on this limited number 
of foods because they are big con­
sumer items or form a large part 
of the incomes of producers. The 
stiidy will cover , a commodity’s 
marketing system and the some- 
tim'e's-numerous processes from 
producer to consumer.
The other study will delve into 
the various functions common to 
the marketing of agricultural and 
fisheries products, including stor 
ling, transportation, packaging 
I advertising, grading, processing, 
1 wholesaling and retailing. For
younger servicemen from genetic 
hazards after a nuclear attack.
tries.
Parliament was dissolved be­
fore it could report and the com­
mittee, head 'by H. H. Stevens, 
then Conservative trade minister, 
was made a royal commission. 
However, political differences be­
tween Mr. Stevens and Prime 
Minister R. B. Bennett, followed 
by the minister’s resignation, up­
set the efficiency of the commis­
sion’s work.
Mr. Stevens was succeeded as 
commission chairman by William 
M. Kennedy, former Conservative 
MP for Winnipeg South Centre, 
who submitted a report but which 
has become known as the “Stev­
ens report.’’
It said many of the grievances 
raised “were manifestations of 
one fundamental and far-reaching 
social change, the concentration 
of economic power.” However, no 
practical and fundamental recom- 
menilations were made.
Secretary o| the commission 
was Lester B. Pearson, now Lib­
eral party leader.
COMMISSION PERSONNEL 
Dr. Stewart, 53, a leading Ca­
nadian economist, comes to the 
price spreads inquiry directly 
from the Gordon economic com­
mission of which he was a mem' 
bcr.
Mrs. Dorothy Walton. 47, a 'To­
ronto housewife, is a director of
The idea would be to use men 
in their 40s nnd oven 50s for road 
building, radiation cleanup and 
other jobs In areas or on ships 
contaminated by f a l l o u t  soon 
after an attack—while many of 
the younger service men would 
take temporary cover in radia­
tion shelters.
Capt. A' Bchnkc of the 
navy’s radiological defence lab­
oratory, San Francisco, explained 
that as far as future generations 
are c o n c e r n e d ,  men in the 
younger and sexually more pro­
ductive years require more pro­
tection against radiation than do 
those whose fathering years arc 
waning.
CANCER HAZARD
Behnkc told about the idea in 
a talk and interview Thursday at 
a symposium. The discussion on 
“special weapons and the man­
agement of m a s s  casualties’' 
were sponsored by the U.S. naval 
mcdicisl s c ll 0  o 1 in nearby 
Bethesda, Md.
He said it was based on an 
idea first put forth by Dr. Eugene 
Cronkite, a former navy radia­
tion specialist now working at the 
Atomic E n e r g y  Commission’s 
Brookhaven, N.’Y. laboratory.
The idea might also be a means 
of protecting young men from 
long-term cancer hazards due to
4
the Canadian Association of Con- undue radiation exposure, Behnkc 
sumers, and was chairman of the said.
speakers panel of the consumer As for the middle-aged men ex­
branch of the wartime prices and posure to fallout might carry a 
tradfe board. cancer hazard, he said, but the
Howard MacKighan, of Halifax 
is general manager of the United 
Maritime Fishermen Lirnited and 
a member of the Fisheries Coun­
cil of Canada.
Romeo Martin, 47, of Quebec 
City, an agronomist, is secretary- 
general of the Co-operative Fed- 
ercc du Quebec, a big and all- 
embracing farm marketing co­
operative.
Dr. W. M. Drummond, 60, pro­
men would be of such an age at 
the time of exposure that they 
might well , live out a closc-to- 
normal life span and die of some­
thing else before cancer had time 
to develop.
HISTORIC AREA
The Jesuit mis.sionary, Poncct, 
is believed the first white man 
to have seen the Thousand Is­
lands St. Lawrence area, in 





Wo Repair Electrical 
Household Appliances
Quick Service 
Pick-up' and Delivery 
Phone 7799 
SMITH SERVICES
T]HE BERNARD LODGE 
Room.s by day, week, month, also 
housekeeping. 911 Bernard Ave., 
phons 2215. .
SMALL ^FURNISHED LAKE- 
FRONT home at Okanagan Mis- 
.sioii. Mr.s. George Goldsmith. 
Phone 81(15. 201
217
A. C. POLLARD 
B.C. LAND SURVEYOR
Kelowna
Boom' 1, 453 Lnwrcn(:o Ave.
b u y in g  LUMBER
For all your building needs 
Lumber - Sash - Plywood 
Insulation - Cement - Bricks 
Paints - Doors - Floorings 
Buy local — Buy at 
WM. IIAUG & SON 




ESMOND LUMBER CO. LTD. 
for all Building Supplies. Special­
izing in Plywood, Contractors. 
Enquiries Solicited. Phono or 
Wire Orders Collect, 3600 E. 




Now paint, heater, signals,
corilyition $1350
1953
ROOM AND BOARD AND CARE 
for elderly person or semi invalid. 




2803-32nd Avo. Phone) 4236
222
WE SERVICE OIL 
BURNERS
For Safety aiid Efllolcncy 




NEW 3 BEDROOM HOME 
Basoment and carport, 3 piece 
bathiroom, oak (loprs and tile. 
Fhill price $10,500, terms. B83 
Patterson Ave. 202
Help Wanted
capaI h- F h o u se -
KEEPER, fiood with children. 
Uve In or out. Phono 2746 or 
7573 evOniMs. __  R
EXPERD^ICED c l e r k  1X)R 
|a(Ho$ wear akop in' Kelowna 
Some business c>c|)crlcnc6 ^de- 
alrnble. Give ttrcrencea |n  first 
letter. Box 458IC Courier___ 2̂02
n e e d  n e w  f u r n it u r e . W
set, or new car? H  l« ca*y *0 be 
a MICCC.4S nnd earn good money 













Included in the goods will be a calf, furniture, dishes, bedding 
clothing, chinawarc and hundreds of miscellaneous articles.
I1939 OLDS 4-DOOR SEDAN -— GOOD RUNNING ORDER
Free Door Prizes
THURSDAY, APRIL 24th 
at 7 p.m.







room house in East Kelowna, 
full plumbing, domestic water 
system, largo lot has lot.s of fruit 
nt)d a good garden. Only 6 miles 
from Kelowna. Full price is only 
$3,250.00 witn some terms. '
bedroom, modern J home on 
Sutherland' Ave., 220 wiring, 
natural gas installed, Full price 
is $8,500.00 with very good terms 
to reliable party.
JOHNSTON &  TAYLOR
n k M . m t/k ir . a nd  
i n s u r a n c e  ,AOKNT8 ,
416 DcraaM Ave.« Radio Hnlldlng 
Plwne 2816
Eteotega 2973. 4436 or 2112
12 FT. HOUSE TRAILER —
$600.00. Insulated, equipped with 
brakes, UO volt wiring,' Phone 
^-.5485, 203
REDSTONE’S TRArLER SALES 
& Service — Pcnchlnnd, B.C, 
Phono Pcnchlnnd 687. 2191
TRANS-CAN ADA~R ENT~A~Trnii^ 
er S.v.stom. Tom's Ellis St. Rpyai-j 
itc Service. Phone 3302, 217
Practically new. Phone 8998,
2041
1950
{CURY irT O N  
PICKUP 
A hnndii little 





(U IW TTAKE 
OOTAN/OPTD'JR
fioooroeA




m j r BANKED TH' 15500 \1
I /AADE ON MY CASSLIN’ 1 
TOOK, SO lU J IS ' TAKE OUT 
A TaWEM AN' TEAPE (T FOE 
TW' 6KANP T0U INVESTEP, 




BLESS TOU, JUNIOR!. 
JOVE, IP I  HAP 
KlNSLV POWERS, TP 
ELEVATE -(OU JO Bi K 
ROYAL PUKEI...TOM0RR0W 
ILL TAKE -(a) TO THE 
A(0RT(SA6E CMPMi 
ANP HAVE MV 
ACCOUNT 7RAN5FEEREP 
TO -(OUR NAME!
J H ffIV T S  
m  e A C K tm  














19.S2 FORD 4-DOOR Sl'DAN 
Custom radio, signal lights, 
reconditioned motor. 
PHONE 4445 DAYS 
EVENINGS 2776 \
i w F  MARObN PftNTiAC Dfct- 
LUXE — Now paint, nutomntic 
transmi.ssion, custom radio nnd 
very clean ui'holotcry. Special 
for this week 1^3.00. Mervyn 
Motors Ltd. 200
Jars nnd Triick.s 
osc From
S.E.L WARRANTY '
ON ALL USED CARS \ 
AND 'muCKSM
Phoi|:2340






Craftsmen in gold n’ud silver 
had .an organized trade group in 
It Britain before' 1170 AD.
194B BLACK MOHHI 
leather upholstery, 
rubber, solid Ixxly a | 
Lots ' of miles |ier 
dandy second can for 









By favor of Instructions for the owners of the estate of the late Col, 
E. 8. Doughty of 755 Argylc St., Penticton, B.C.. we will sell the 
entire ^ontents at our Auction Galleries, 1618 Pendozi St.
“ FRIDAY, APRIL 25 at 7 p.m.
MAIN FLOOR GALLERY, lfiJ8 PENDOZI ST.
GOODS FOR AUCTION INCL|UDE:
Fry & Blnckhnll walnut framed .settee In rich green brocade cover­
ing, pair matched antique fire logs, English copper keltic, Chinese 
5x7 Oriental hooked rugs, mahogany glass top pcidestnl type table, 
Shernfon style Break-front desk in walnut finish, 12 ft, onk ribbed 
speedster runabout boat in A-1 shape, 8 log extension table and 
chairs, walnut ten vvngon nnd tray, Westminster chime clock, 2 
steel office choirs, assorted Bisque and French ware, 2 very fine 
occasional chairs, antique carved chest, Imiwrlal l/jj^allst maple 
desk. Royal DOulton ware, several fine pieces Irish cut gloss, W. H. 
IlMgcrs 6 piece silver ten set, Wcslinghousc apartment size re­
frigerator, over 1(K) selected Irooks, Wcslinghousc 220 volt range, 
Il(K)vcr vacuum cleaner and attachments, rollnway cot, flplwarc set, 
mantel Phillips radio, Rcvcrcwnrc ll  piece cook sot. electric kettle, 3 
piece Roxclone bedroom suite. 5 piece card table .set, 6 men's suits, 
I’srgo nssortment top quality bedding and linen, liquor set, 4 trunks, 
large wall mirror. 6x9 pntftrn rug, rubber tired Harden I’nrrow, 2 
cnrclciii hoscfl, chiUls p^ny Rround nwlniR wot, onn chnir, Cofilcld Into 
mo<icl washer, 22 calibre rifle, trolling outfit. Hoover trallcr-washer, 
lawn mower, 3 chest of drawers, Chinese colored prints. Phi co 3 
.speed record player, drape.s, blinds, (li.shes, i^ls and pans, tools, 
lM;ds. oak flooring, 39" cot and maltresn, 3 piece walnut bedroom 
suite, etc,, etc. ‘
PHONE a045 FOI  ̂ INFORMATION




SPOKANE (AP)-Tlie Pacific 
Northwest T r a d e  Association 
voted today to set up a six-man 
committee of its past presidents 
to help solve differences between 
the United States and Canada on 
development of, the Columbia 
River system,
The committee, to be composed 
of three Canadians and three 
U,S. members, will rcpf»rt at the 
nssoclation's fall meeting nnd 
make recommendations to gov­




LINOLEUM -  TILES, 
CARPETS
Supplying and Installing 










Phone your carrier iirst 
Then if your Courier is not 




And a copy will bo 
despatched to you at once
This special delivery service 
is nvailnliio nightly lictneen 
7t00 p.ni. nnd 7i30 p.m.
m
^ F lid
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HEALTH COLUMN
Tips On Helping Child 
To Overcome His Fears
CITIZENS' IRE OVERCOMES LAW
There was no law to prevent 
a cement plant being erected 
in a residential section of Ham­
ilton. Ont., but citizens found a 
way to make their own private 
law. Pickets like Aslene Vadum 
and Gloria Szabo. both 16, 
picketted the area for 24 hours 
and stopped trucks that were
dispatched to drop stone in the 
area. Confronted with the ire 
of residents, the cement com­
pany that intended to build the 
plant to supply the nearby 
mental hospital extension an­
nounced it would build else­
where.
CONTRACT BRIDGE
By B. JAY BECKER 
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The bidding;
South AVest North
I t8 4  Pass 5 4
Opening lead—four of spades
One of the neatest forms of an 
endplay is the one known as the 
loser on loser. The play becomes 
possible when declarer, who has 
tw o tricks to lose, is able to find 
a  way to telescoping the two los­
ers into one.
The final contract turned out 
to be a poor one, though it can 
be said in extenuation that the 
A-K of clubs facing a void was 
an unfortunate duplication of
values. , j  uA spade was opened, and when 
East played the ton. the indicar 
tions were strong that West had 
opened a singleton. Declarer won 
■with the ace and noted there were
two spade losers, which meant 
the contract would be defeated 
unless one of them could be sal­
vaged.
The only information available 
at this point was that West had 
bid a heart and probably had 
opened a singleton spade. Start­
ing with this as a base. South 
embarked on a course of play de- 
signed to make the contract if it 
could be done.
He first played a heart to the 
ace and ruffed a heart. Then, 
after cashing the ace and king 
of diamonds, he ruffed another 
heart.
The A-K of clubs were played 
next, two spades being discarded 
from dummy. Now a club was 
ruffed.
The eight of hearts was then 
led from dummy, and when East 
showed out. South discarded one 
of his two spade losers. West 
won, of course, but had to re­
turn a heart or a club. This per­
mitted declarer to ruff in dummy 
as the other spade loser was dis­
carded. So the slam was made.
The end result was due to 
careful planning. The discard of 
the loser on the loser had to be 
timed so that the North and 
Sputh hands had no hearts or 
clubs left after the eight of hearts 
was led.
Declarer followed the only 
feasible Tine of play to avoid 
what appeared at first to be sure 
defeat. The heart trick he lost 
unnecessarily proved  ̂ to be a 
good investment. The two spade 
losers disappeared.
By Herman K. Bondeaen. M.D.
Fear exists in all of us, par­
ticularly in children. And it’s up 
to you parents to help your 
you.ngstcrs cope with the prob­
lem.
Fear of darkness is dne of the 
most common experienced by 
youngsters. You can. and .should 
help them overcome it,* but you 
have to know how to handle the 
situation or you are apt to make 
a real mess of things.
U^UAL MISTAKES 
When your youngster com­
plains of the darkness, don’t 
make the usual mistake of ad- 
sdsing him: "Only little babies 
are afraid of the dark."
This will only Shame him and 
prevent him frpm expressing 
himself freely to you and your 
spouse.
A much better approach Is to 
have a "man-to-man” talk with 
the child. Tell him that you 
realize that he is frightened and 
ask him to explain why.
Try to recall your own child­
hood fears and how you devel­
oped them. It might help you 
understand those of your chil­
dren.
DON’T FORCE HIM
Don’t force a child to do any­
thing that causes him to be 
frightened in the belief that it 
will show him there Is nothing 
to fear.
It’s unwise to expose him too 
suddenly to a situation which 
has frightened him previously, 
even though you may try to re­
assure him that you are there 
to protect him.
Generally, '.his only makes 
him more afraid. Also, such ex­
periences can leave emotional 
scars.
Discussing the child’s tears 
with him might relieve his anx­
iety and lessen the fright. Care­
fully explain the difference be­
tween realistic and unfounded 
fears.
SOME ARE GOOD
Advise him that some fears 
are good and desirable.
For example, explain that it 
is natural to be afraid of jump­
ing off the garage roof because 
he can expect to be injured if he 
does.
Then explain why it gets dark 
at night and tell him that the 
change causes nothing to frighten 
him.
Patience and understanding on 
your part are essential in help­
ing your child resolve his fears 
in his own way.
QUESTION AND ANSWER 
B.R.: I have a severe ringing 
in my right ear. along with 
sUght deafaess. Is there 
thing I can do for this? ^
Answer: Injections of vitamin 
A have p rov^  to be of help in | 
such cases.
WHO ewjsset k  i |
TAKIN6 ms ENSUSH 
EXAW RtSMT HOW.
IF HEPON’THISS — 
HE'S AUTOMAIICAliy 
PEOAREO WELISIBIE 
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VICTORIA (CP)—T. G. Norris, 
counsel for the Westcoast Trans­
mission Co., told the Borden 
energy commission this week that 
an editorial appearing in the Van­
couver Province was libellous 
and In contempt of the commis 
sion.
He asked Henry Borden, chair­
man of the commission, to take 
such steps “within his very wide 
powers” as may protect wit­
nesses and the commission's in­
tegrity.
Mr. Borden said he had not 
seen the editorial. He had Mr. 
Norris leave a copy with him.
Mr. Norris quoted from an ed­
itorial appearing in The Prov­
ince entitled "government’s re 
sponsibility on natural gas."
The'Canadian public must pay 
a high price for its own gas in 
order that Canadian gas may be 
sold to Americans, the editorial 
says.
"The B.C. government has a 
primary responsibility here. T^e 
largest parts of the ooeration 
concerned is in B.C. The con­
sumers whom the Borden com­
mission said are being milked 
are British Columbians.”
Mr. Norris said . neither the 
commission nor any of its mem­
bers said the Canadian public 
was being "milked,” and there 
was no evidence that such was
the case. .............
The editorial, he said, is not 
only libellous but in contempt of 
this commission.” ’ _______
8Ur, COMRADES/ 
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Patience, moderation and fore­
sight should be your bywords 
now. Don’t let unexpected 
changes of plan upset you. Be 
philosophical instead, and real­
ize that most setbacks are tein- 
porary and that some, viewed in 
retrospect, prove to have been a 
spur to even greater achieve­
ments. . _
FOR THE BIRTHDAY
If tomorrow is your birthday, 
your horoscope indicates • that, 
while the opportunities for mon­
etary gain and business expan­
sion which now loom on your 
horizon are outstanding, it will 
depend largely on how wisely 
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TOO ^ N G  
FORCtATES
WELL.FOR GOODNESS S A K E ^  
W HEN W IL L I BE OLD 
ENOUGH TO DO 
TH ING S?
W EIL,W HAT DOES A  LITTLE  
GIRL DO IN t h e  m e a n t im e  ? 
JUST STAND HERE A N D  
MARK T IM E





just what benefits you reap from 
this planetary co-operation. You 
are talented, versatile and usu­
ally ambitious, but you do not 
always capitalize on these traits 
to the fullest extent possible.
Try not to fall prey to dis­
tractions, but concentrate on 
worthwhile objectives, put forth 
your best efforts and this new 
year in your life should prove a 
highly satisfactory one—not only 
from a material standpoint, but 
also in the way of personal de­
velopment.
A child born on this day will 
possess a great deal' of dignity, 
but may be unusually secretive 
and inclined to hold g*udges 
over a long period of time.
grandma,MY
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BELIEVE IT OR NQT By
DAII.Y CBYPTOQUOTE -  llcre'a how to work It:
a x v d l u a a x r
Is I. O N O F B L I, O W \
lEl0N̂ 0N̂ 0PuN̂ K̂t̂ ^̂ ‘>KMlMAMtV(AH»̂ î NO





One letter simnlv stands lor another In this sample A Is, used 
for the thiee L’s X lor the two O's, etc Single letters, n(x)strophes. 
the length ami formation of the wools nro all hints Each day the 
code letters am dlffercnl
\ '
A CKVTOOBAM QUOTATION
0 R II R K 0  M F W R E M t) R T I. Y W J D 
, U R O M T K ’— OR / V J I T K  Ml .  H U F F  R Q-  
S M 1. M T E -  E M II II R W «• .
Yesterday’sCryploouote: THOSE WHO IN QUARREI.S IN 
TERPOSE, m u st  o f t e n  w ip e  a BLOODY N(K>E — GAY.
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YEAH i GET RID OF 
THEM FANCY 
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•WINNIPEG (CP)—The Cana- 
ftian Labor Congress Wednesday 
Qight adopted a , foreign policy 
ftatemcnl calling for a ban or 
atomic aiKl H-bombs under inter 
0ational control and disarma­
ment In the conventional weapons 
field.
• The statement urged the Cana­
dian government to take im­
mediate measures, preferably 
trough  the United Nations, to­
wards fruitful negotiations be­
tween major powers towards 
these objectives:
C 1. An effective ban on the test­
ing and production of thermo- 
Pluclcar weapons and the event- 
destruction of existing stock- 
les.
’ 2. Effective international con­
trol and inspection to implement 
this policy.
• 3. An international agreement 
On regulation and c o n t r o l  of 
••outer space travel."
• 4. Disarmament in the field of 
Conventional weapons.
• "Pending effective agreement 
Ipn disarmament,” the resolution 
atated. "the congress urges the 
Canadian government to continue 
Jts policy of strengthening our de­
fensive sheild against aggrc.s- 
sion, to suoport NATO and other 
Regional defence organizations 
and the continuous efforts of the 
Vnltcd N a t i o n s  to preserve 
J>eade.
« “Befence and disarmament ne- 
Votiations must go hand-in-hand 
ilNeither can safely bo sacrificed
THE DAILY COUllE* 
THUB.. APBIL 24, 1»58
pil :
'Glenmore Registers Strong 
Protest Over School Costs
Glenmore. too. has joined thei 
wave of protest rolling on the 
provincial government over the 
continued rise in municipal edu­
cation costs.
Reeve P, R. Moubray this 
week, on behalf of the Glenmore 
municipal council, has written 
Premier Bennett, as member for 
the South Okanagan, strongly 
criticizing the government’s for­
mula as inadequate.
In his letter, the reeve point­
ed out that the increase of $4,- 
166 in school costs for Glenmore 
represents 1.5 mills and that be­
fore any consideration can be
L ike ly
Political M o vem en t
Still CCF
‘•im
tax structure must be raised by 
that amount.
Reeve Moubray also pointed 
out that Glenmore school costs 
have increased $15,812 from 
1955 to 1958, whereas the govern 
ment grant has increased only 
$4,926 over the same period—or 
less than one third.
Glenmore council feels ser­
ious concern over the rising 'lifting and with stronger financial
school costs in view of the de- and moral backing from l a b o r . ^ o t  get into being un-!said, "that the CCF and the CLC 
pressed returns on fruit, on may emerge from the Canadianj^j congress next meets in'wiU, together with any farm or 
which the municipality depcndsiLabor Congress convention h e r e . j y p g i - s  from now.'other organizations which may 
almost entirely, and in view of I In voting to set up a newj Nor was any program or policy! iiarticipate, find the best means
the unemployment situation. ] movement grouiied around the, it Wednesday. I of promoting the idea of the
By JOHN LeBLANC 





formed in 1956 — the in the March 31 general election 
pro-CCF Canadian Con-that left only eight CCFers in the 
A chinod.im i-^bor and the strictly-,Commons—was here for a meet-
r r v  o Trades and Labor Con-ung of CCF members and top of-CCF party, with a poliUcal face- ficers.
At all events, the new "move-; "1 am sure," Mr. Coldwell
A copy of the letter of protest
given to other municipal expen-1 has been sent to the Union of 




4n favor of the other.”
* The foreign policy statement 
jilso said Canada should spend at 
4east $200,000,000 a year in con­
tributions to the Colombo plan. 
Jhe UN technical assistance pro- 
granv, and other economic devel- 




A towering needle of granite 
provides a summit perch for a 
pair of intrepid Italian soldiers 
of the .famed Alpino forces. 
Two brigades of these rugged 
mountaineers arc assigned to 
the forces of NATO. The Al­
pino soldiers have been guard­
ing Italy’s northern mountain­
ous borders for 85 years.
VICTORIA (CP) — Westcoast Henry Borden is expected to con*
Transmission Company President elude its sittings here today, with STILL BE CCF 
Frank McMahon savs the "tre-'a submission by Act Oils Lim- However the move nans 
mendous economic w'aste" of nat- ited. They began Monday. Fromione insider said, it will still bo 
ural gas which-has accompanied , here the commission returns to the CCF. whether or not it is un- 
petroleum development in Al-i^^lS^ry. dor that name,
berta need not* be repeated in Mr. McMahon said th-̂ * p ’ 1̂ ’‘Don’t make the mistake 





Because gas was found first in; he visualizes a population cenire 
B.C. instead of oil. Westcoast had|as large as Fort S John at Fort 
been able to save and utilize 
"every cubic foot” that came out
Israeli M ark  
10th Birthday
JERUSALEM (AP) — Israelis 
danced in the streets until dawn 
today to celebrate the 10th anni­
versary of the founding of the 
Jewish state.
The festive celebrations today
;; HONORED EXPLORER
» The town and district of Parry 
Jound in Ontario is named after
Jhe English Arctic explorer Sir . . , , ■ , ^  ^
AVilliam Parry, who died in 1 8 5 5 . | of Israel’s first decade included
a military parade through Jerus­
alem for which troops and armor 
had been brought into the city. 
Israeli officials apparently plan­
ned to ignore Jordan’s protests 
that the concentration of military 
equipment violated the 1949 arm­
istice dividing the city between 
Israel and Jordan.
- Many years ago a common 
'"treatment” for skin cancer in 
England was to tie a live toad 
.to the tumour. Of course, it did 
nio good. Today 95 per cent of 
•Skin cancers are cured when 
trea ted  early with X-ray or 
.surgery.
of the ground, he told the Borden 
energy commission Wednesday.
"I think I. can safely say this 
is the first time this has ever oc 
curred in history In any coun­
try.”
LOCAL MARKET ONLY
In Alberta, because there 
only a local market for the 
gas drawn off along with oil, 
2(K),0(X),000 cubic feet daily had 
been wasted—burned at the well 
head. The figure would double if 
oil production picked up.
“As a result of the market 
facilities provided by the West­
coast pipeline, there will not be 
any large economic loss from the 
flaring and waste of natural gas 
incidental to production of oil in 
the Peace River area.”
With the "proper incentive” to 
exploration and investment in 
pipeline companies. Mr. Mc­
Mahon said, the Peace River 
area could supply all B.C.’s fore­
seeable future gas requirements, 
as well as additional volumes for 
export.
The seven-man royal commis­
sion under lawyer - industrialist
far northern B.C. Fort Nelson 
now has a population of a few 
hundred, Fort St. John 2,000.
In an apparent reply to a brief 
submitted Monday by the B.C. 
Electric Company, Mr. McMahon 
said the price paid by the utilities 
firm for gas is “very much
election-shattered socialist ParlX- ,  «iniTriiT c iip p o r t
congress delegates hoard
move described Wednesday asi , Instructions to the CLC execu- 
the birth of a "people’s” political were to get into discussions 
instrument and a resurgence of^® promptly as possible with 
labor political strength. • Sroups-sirecifically the
But in essence it apjiearod to- CCF-with a view to drafting up 
dav to be that some time in the [the shape of the movement. But 
next two years the l.OOO.OOO-jfirm action was left over for tUe 
member congress will be throw-1196® convention, 
ing supprt behind a regrouping resolution establishing the
of left-wing elqments of the type movement suggested that there 
that the CCF has been trying to might be "financing and choice 
bring under its wing for years.lof candidates for public office."
jSuch financing would have to,
come through a vote of the next | mining men are hopeful the fed 
convention’s delegates. jeral government will move soon
In outlining the type of sui>-'on suggestions that the United 
porters the "movement" should Slates and Canada iron out their 
go after, the resolution m en- 'economic differences with a full- 
labor, farmers, profes-jdress conference.
IS DC l poplc and "other liber- V. C. Wansborough of Toronto, 
ally-minded persons." |vicc-Dresident of the Canadian
These are exactly the groups!Metal Mining Association, put 
whose support the CCF h a s 'forward that thought Wednesday 
sought for years. » Pecss conference between
Though the leadership-endorsed concluding sessions 6f the annual 
CLC resolution talked about a!convention of the Canadian Insti- 
broadening of the base of support tute of Mining and Metallurgy.
He said mining men favor the
Labor party," he advised.
Major effect of the step ap­
peared to be that the "move­
ment” action enabled those in the 
CLC favoring direct political ac­
tion to bring in a largo element 
in the congress previouslv com-
"One should not try to antici­
pate the practical results which 
may emerge from the discussions 
which are to take place. 
SUPPORT FIREMEN 
"But I ,am confident that the 
philosophy, program and policies 
of the CCF will inspire the dis­
cussions and will become the 
basic principle of the larger 
movement which has been en­
visaged.”
Earlier Wednesday, the CLC 
pledged “support” to locomotive 
firemen' battling the CPR over 
the diesel issue. ’The congress ex­
ecutive in consultation with other 
railway unions will determine the 
U’pe and amount of supvxirt.
At the night sitting, the conven­
tion i^dopted a foreign policy 
statement calling for a ban on 
atomic and H-bombs under inter­
national control and disarma­
ment in the conventional w’capons 
field.
The Canadian government was 
urged to take immediate mens- 
iirc.s, 'preferably t h r o u g h  the 
United Nations, towards fruitful 
negotiations between major low­
ers.
mitted to political neutrality. people’s movement, the con-
gress heard from S t a n l e y  
Knowles, defeated deputy CCF 
national leader, that the CCF has
two-year life has not particinated 
____ directly in politics, though
lower” than corresponding prices' semi-neutral policy has leaned in lik in g  towards the same
was to U.S. communities. This was, the direction of the CCF. ■
because of recent price increases! ’This has been a compromise 




G EN ERA L# ELECTRIC
30-
WITH PUSH BUTTON "MAGIC
gir e
Yes! New G.E. pushbutton switches. 
New design. Just touch a key to switch 
units on and off — so easy when 
hands are full.
Model PJD304 
You Con Own a C.E. 30'* Range 
For As Ullle As
$ 2 0 9 0 °
ir Automatic Calrod Element with 
dial control.
Automatic Griddle of easy to clean 
lightweight aluminum.
★  Electric Meat Thermometer —■ 
now a buzz from the selector con­
trol on top of the range tells you 
just when roast is rare, medium 
or well done.
i f  Automatic Ovi^n Timer. Turns oven 
on and of while you relax.
PLUS King Size Oven Cooks a 
complete meal for 24 people. No drip 
cooking surface and many, many more 
wonderful features.
SEE THEM TODAY AT
BARR & ANDERSON
WINNIPEG (CP)—The only op­
position spokesman from Can­
ada’s wheat belt was elected 
Wednesday as the leadfer of the 
eight-man CCF group in the 
House of Commons,
*Hazen Argue, 37 - year - old 
farmer and the only non-Conser- 
vative from the Prairie provinces 
in the next Parliament, came out 
of the small oarty caucus that 
elected him talking fight.
“We have already filed a num­
ber of resolutions and bills to be 
{Presented at the coming session 
of Parliament,” he said. "They 
arc in line with some of the de-  ̂
cisions of the Canadian Labor i 
ngress and with the ideals of | 
 CCF party. |
*T assure you that every dav . 
Parliament is in session you will] 
hear from CCF members, just as 
you did in other parliaments.” 
FISHER NAMED CHAIRMAN 
Mr. Argue, an outspoken Cana­
dian of Irish d e s c e n t ,  was 
brought up in wheat - growing 
Saskatchewan. Only 24 when he 
i was first elected to the Commons 
in 1945, he now is 37.
Douglas Fisher, the "giant- 
killer” who defeated f o r m e r  
trade minister Howe in Port 
Arthur in the 1957 electioh, was 
named chairman of the CCF 
caucus and'Erhart Regier, mem­
ber for Burnaby - Coquitlam in 
British Columbia since 1953, was 
named secretary-treasurer.
The new House leader said the 
group will meet again in Ottawa 
just before the May 12 opening 
of Parliament to fill siich offices 
as defence critic and military 
critici
Two big items on the CCF pro­
gram will be to seek a bill of 
rights to protect fundamental 
freedoms and aid from the fed­
eral government to the provinces 
for education without interfering 
with provincial rights, he said.
Hqsky, curly-haired Mr. Argue, 
whose appearance and ringing
groups.
COLDWELL PLEASED
However, Mr. Knowles ex­
pressed the hope that the con­
gress action would stimulate poli­
tical recruiting. He .said the up­
shot might be the CCF with a 
new constitution, or it might 
mean a new party.
“This puts steam into the ideas 
of the CCF,” he said. ^
Mr. Knowles is expected to be­
come an executive vice-president 
of the congress in Friday’s elec­
tion of officers ,̂ and as such he
. , __ . .  likely will be the strong hand in
voice will be in sharp contrast congress’ "move-
to the softly - voiced argument | ment” along CCF lines, 
that national leader M. J. Cold-1 Like Mr. Knowles, CCF Leader 
well emitted when he was In theiM. J. Coldwell, immediately ex- 
House, gave some idea of how pressed pleasure at the formation 
he will operate in the coming of the movement. Mr. Coldwell 
Parliament. 'who also lost his Commons seat
idea suggested by Walter Gordon 
of Toronto in a convention speech 
that Canada and the U.S. should 
negotiate their mutual differ­
ences on tariffs, downstream 
benefits on international rivers 




Trial of Mrs. Marion Pearce, 
East Kelowna, on a charge of at­
tempted murder, entered its sec­
ond day at the Vernon spring 
assizes of the B.C. Supreme 
Court today. Mr. Justice Harold 
Meinnes is presiding.
Mrs. Pearce is alleged to have 
shot her son twice with a .22 
calibre rifle at their East Kel­
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See Such Famous Names As:
DAY'S CARIBOU BRAND
KITCHEN'S G.W.G.
Sun Tan Trousers - - .  -  -  -  -  -  - -  - .  -  -
Forest Green - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  5.50 to
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Iron Man Pants 7.50
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PORT OF SPAIN, Trinidad 
(CP)—Canada may give addi­
tional a.sRistnncc to the 10 i.slnnd, 
colonies forming the new West 
Indies federation. It was indi­
cated her '̂ Wednesday,
Trade Minister Churchill, one 
of, three Canadian cabinet minist­
ers, here for the Inauguration of 
the federation’s first Parliament 
l3y Princess Margaret, said a 
nrcss conference has been called 
for Friday,
Mr. Churchill declined to dis­
close the nature of ,the annouhcc- 
monts to be made, but there was 
strong spoculatlop Canada will of­
fer the federation more aid, en­
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WASHINGTON (CP) — Nikita 
Khrushchev has rejected a pro- 
|X)snl fmm President Elsenhower 
to. start new disarmament hogo- 
tiations by opening East - Wc.st 
talks on arms rontrol measures,
Tlie rejcctioa, in a letter from 
jlhc Soviet premier to Elsenhower 
I made public Wednesday night. Is 
the latest In a series of Russian 
movers, which have raised krave 
doiibt\here as to ,wheUuT Moscow 
is prepared to eater any serious 
negotiations with , the Wo«t on 
tcrins R nob'dictate.
Wo r k  g l o v e s  —




SOCKS in wool or 'woot and
69c to 1.45
DAY’S WHIPCORD PANTS
Nylop blend ........................... 9 .95
WORK lACKETS In olive, khaki, khaki
and blue. C
Sizes 36 to 46 at to I J i # J
Day'$ All Wool Whipcord Pants - -  -  -  -  -  -  -  .. .  -  14.95
COVERALLS, BIB OVERALIil, CARPENTERS’ OVERALLS, 
HATS and CAPS ,
MEN’S HIGH CUTS -
and composition sole.
- 9” oil tanned uppers, Orq-cork or leather 
Top quality ......... ........... ............1............ 19.95
W ORK BOOTS
il tanned upper, Gro-cork or leather soles. Goodyear O  Q C  1 4  0 ^




' WE FEATURE A COMPLETE LINE OF TOP i)UALH Y 
WORK CLOTHING FOR ALL jo bs!
A. M eikle Ltd.
;KE|X)WNA
\
